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IN MEXICAN CAPITAL
SAYS HE IS HERO QF
THE HOUR

LIFT

JTIIE

EMBARGO

WILSON CONSIDERS
ALLOWING
ARMS TO BE SHIPPED
INTO MEXICO .
Mexico City, Nov. 10. General Vic- toriano Huerta's declaration to the!
diplomatic corps, in which he indi
cated1 that he would retain his office
until after the holding of "new elections, was praised .today by the Mexican press. The newspapers declared
that his stand meets with the approval of the Mexican people.
El Independiente, under the caption "Huerta is the only man capable
of solving the situation," points to
the alleged favorable attitude of Europe, and to the press criticism of
President Wilson's policy.
El Independiente prints extracts
from London, Berlin, Paris and New
York newspapers and also quotes
parts of the speech made by Henry
Lane Wilson at Cleveland, November
S, when the former ambassador criticised the policy of the Washington
government.
John Lind, President Wilson's personal representative here, said today
lhat he was uninformed as to the in--j
tontlona of the United States govern-- 1
merit, and that lie was waiting instructions from Washington
before
taking further steps.
Quiet prevailed in the city today.
. Wilson
Clears Situation
Nov. itr. President
Washington,
Wilson discussed the Mexican situation today and cleared the atmosphere
of many reports as to the intention of
the United States. He made it clear
that he had no intention at present of
adressing congress because the situation was in no shape for him to have
anything for him to say, and that
while certain representations had been

.

1

j

j

iiuoita and miii- Utuao ot
cute tne nature of his reply to ma in-.- j
quiry o 'the government ot the liii-- ;
leu oiates regarding hi purposes in
view of the recent presidential elec-- '
tion.
Confidence
expressed by liiatij

government officials tiiat obstacles
the
complica-to
will be interposed
situation or disturb the end designed
of a valid choice of president."
President Wilson, it was learned considlater today, is giving serious
on
embargo
the
to
raising
eration
arms. In his talk with senators he
on
has asked their advice particularly
advised
by
been
has
and
'made to the Huerta government, no that point
them to lift the embargo.
of
most
reply had'been received. He declared
that no time limit had neen set for
Huerta Is Ignored
a reply from Huerta.
Nov. 10. Walter H. Page,
London,
The president told inquirers he was
ambassador, today preStates
United
not ready to discuss recognition of the
British foreign ofiice
the
sented to
constitutionalists, and that his oppofrom President Wilmessage
another
sition to raising the embargo on arms
which is that
son, the general tiled of
had not been changed.
the presiwill
no
circumstances
under
Huerta Declares Election Void
Provisional President
dent
recognize
The text of the statement given to
or any of his acts.
the diplomatic corps at midnight on Huerta
rePresident Wilson's message is
an
Saturday by President Huerta reached
of
nature
In
the
as
here
here today from Charge O'Shaiigh-ness- garded
a
for
reply.
interim report not calling
Secretary Bryan would not Great Britain therefore awaits a more
comment on it further than to say
definite announcement from President
last night's dispatch from Mexico Wilson, setting forth precisely ihc
to' take to enforce
City described it accurately.
steps he purposes
reon ' Huerta's
Informal comment
his policy before sending a formal
statement, however, emphasized that
ply.
rewhile the elections of the president
British officials are inclined to
and vice president weer declared null sent what they term tne persistent
and void, Huerta intended to consider misrepresentation of Great Britain's
the election o congress valid. By attitude current in the United States.
the Washington government that is They deny that any British money
Piovis-iona- l
regarded as an inconsistency of which has been advanced to suport
President Huerta.
foreign nations must take cognizance,
and the impression prevailed that re
pudiation of all acts of the new conRefugees Reach New York r
gress would be forthcoung by the
New York, Nov. 10. Twenty refu
United States.
gees from Mexico reached New York
The president made it plain that today on the Ward liner Quanta amo.
foreign governments had been fully Among them were several women .
advised within the last week of the They fled from Monterey seyeral
steps taken by the United States, but weeks ago when its capture by the rethat the future policy of this govern- volutionists appeared imminent, in
ment was dependent on further de- most cases leaving all their houseere without winvelopments.
hold goods. They
Wilson Denies Sensational News
ter clothing when the liner docked
In discussing the Mexican situation
the first
today, and suffered keenly
with newspaper men, the president touch' of real winter New York, has
spoke especially aaginst representing had thia year.
the situation as more serious that It
really was. The president pointed
WILSON MAKES nfOMINA I'.ONS
10.
out that sensational reports cause
President
Washington, Nov.
embarrassment of the administration, Wilson today made thesa nominas
especially when the reports were in tions: Collectors of custonw, Cha-ieadvance of those made by the admin- E. Hardy of Arizona for th district
)
istration. ' :
of Arizona, and I). Field Mabme of
New York for the district of New
Cavalry Is Moved
The First squadron, four troops of York:
,

10,

CITY EDITION.

er at different points and drowned.
The schooner C. J. Buys, laden with
iuinber, which was iu distress late
yesterday off the harbor, rode out the
gale in safety and was towed in today by tugs.

facilities in all parts of the stat3 failtoday, in many instances. Cleveland was cut off practically from the world so far as telefacilities were
graph and traction
IR
concerned.
At Akron 20 inches of snow has
fallen. Nb railway tharins have left
Plttsburgh Nearly Cut Off
Akron since yesterday afternoon and
Pittsburgh, Nov. 10. Still in the local street
railway and Interuroau
grasp of a blizzard that for 24 hours service is
abandoned. Sevtemporarily
outhas almost entirely cut off the
eral Erie passenger trains are tied up RIFLEMEN FLEE WHEN TROOPS
side world, Pittsburgh today is floun- in the
yards at Akron and have no
MARCH TOWARD THEIR
dering through almost a foot of snow immediate prospect of getting out.
HIDING PLACE
and making ready to repair the thousands of dollars damage and restore
Buffalo is Cold
lines of communication and transporBuffalo, N. Y., Nov. 10. The bliz- DRASTIC
ACTION
OEOEREE
tation.
zard that has gripped the middle
All suburban oommunilies are cut west for 24
hours, arrived here early
off from
MILITIA WILL TAKE COMPLETE
telephone communication, today. The ciry awoke to face a
and this crippled condition
extends
an hour gale that drove before
CHARGE OF THE COLORADO
throughout West Virginia, down the it clouds of snow and sleet. Trains
STRIKE DISTRICT
Ohio Valley and into the eastern part from, the storm center
west of here
of Ohio.
came in covered with ice and from
This morning there was only one three to seven hours late.
LIKELY
COMPROMISE
KQT
lame Western Union wire west. to
Chicago and one east as far as
Four Men Killed
FORCE WILL BE THE ONE POLICY"
The Postal Telegraph had no
Detroit, Nov. 10. It was reported
PURSUED IN RESTORING
thing it could depend on to remalnj here this afternoon that four men
, ORDER
standing, and all business was taken had been killed today In a wreck on
to
subject
delay.
the Grand Trunk railroad at Wan-steaThroughout the city this morning In
Trinidad, Colo., Nov. 10. A small deOnt., near Sarnfa, when train
almost every direction was a vista No. 91 collided with an engine in a tachment of militiamen under Captain
of fallfn trees, Rtnlled trolley
cars blinding snowstorm. At least two of Householder were fierd upoa from,
and a picturesque entanglement of the dead are said to have been
ambush early today while enroute to.
broken telegraph and telephone wires
Segundo to Investigata the blowing,
covered with snow and ice.
up; of the pipe line between Segundo
Every available lineman of both the
and Primero, which occurred last
Trains Kill Two
telegraph and telephone companies is
Peru, Ind., Nov. 10. The mangled night The troopers inarched In the
being pushed to his endurance to re- bodies of Harry Smith, aged 29, and directions of the shots, which came
store normal conditions, but represen- Otto Laudrum, aged 22, were found from the brush near, the roadway, but
tatives of the companies say it will in the snow along the Pennsylvania their assailants escaped, a report o
be, days before they will recover from railroadjust east of McGrawsville to- the attack upon his men was received
the effects of the storm.
day. It 1b presumed that while walk- this morning by General Chase, who
ing on the track in a blinding snow- left early for Segundo.
Ohio Is Snow Covered
storm they were struck) by a train.
Today troops are entirely surroundColumbus, O., Nov. 10. Under a
ed at Segundo and Aguilar. At SeSULZER DEMANDS SALARY
blanket of snow ranging from 20
gundo the general search for weapons,
inches at points along Lake Erie to
Albany, N. Y., Nov. 10. William instituted yesterday, is being continueight inches in the Ohio river section Sulzer asserts he is still governor of ed. The Aguilar district was quiet
this state continued today to struggle New York, it developed today. In a this morning. The soldiers arrester!
with the blizzard which set in enriy letter to the state treasurer and the two men yesterday for disturbance.
yesterday.
Crippled transporialion stale comptroller he demanded his
A Fireman is Beaten
full salary for the last half of Octoat Star.i-villAlex Santos, a fireman
ber, 1913. According to the letter the
was called to the doorway c
impeachment proceedings were "ille- his home late last nl-- ht
and bad'.
and void." It
gal, unconstitutional
of 0 strikers, accrowd
a
beaten
by
e,
"I am still legal governor of
cording to reports received at the lo;
l
!ale.
,
cal Colorado Fuel aiid Iron offices.
have Been made.' ' '
'
The governor cf New Mexico and his personal political '
RECEIVERS ARE EXEMPT
Howell Earnest, who occupies the
District Judge A. Y, Mellendriei
position of traveling auditor, seem to be making a deliberately premeditated attempt to assassinate the charWashington, Nov. 10. Receivers
placed in the hands of Sheriff
today
reof insolvent corporations are not
acter of nearly every officer of San Miguel county who has held office snce 1901. They both seem to be
Grisham a venire for a grand jury reimtax
"maiie"
to
can
think
shame
when
The
the
without
quired
pay
to
they
they
corporation
abolutely
governor, supposed erroneously,
politics.
December I. The jury la
b a governor and not a back-stairlaw, ac- turnable
posed by the Payne-Aldric-h
politician, has rushed into the newspapers
with extracts
summoned fn compliance with the
a
to
decision
the
from, the report of his traveling auditor which make it appear that the conditions in San, Miguel county
today by
cording
statute, but added Interest is felt in
coirt.
are rotten to the core and that many Individual office holders all republicans of course have mishandled
view of the recent outbreak in con
the. public finances badly and are liable for vast sums of money that they have either embezzled or misap'
nection with the recent coal strike.
''
....
rjSWiVRtr-Cpropriated.
to make
CURRENCY BILL IS aThe grand jury is expected
The governor has done this knowing full well that it is almost impossible for truth to overtake untruth
of several recent
Investigation
rigid
and that the public is prone to believe what is discreditable rather than what is creditable. He has done it
killings.
without giving any of the officeholders mentioned in the report the slightest opportunity to meet the charges
and explain them if it is possible to do so. Any manly man wouM have given this opportunity; the governor
NOT PARTY ISSUE
Drastic Methods to be Used
of New Mexico refuses to give it and rushes to the newspapers first in order, designedly
or undesignedly,
Nov. 10, The drastic usa
Denver,
that it may apear that, he is a great reformer and is desirous of cleaning up an intolerable condition, when,
in truth, his real motive must be political.
WILSON SO STATES TO INQUIR- of the state militia to restore and
maintain order in the Colorado coal
ERS AT THE WHITE HOUSE
The Optic is informed that the trav- salary district attorney first quarter; seventy-two- i
cents each year to mainstrike zone, with the impartial enTODAY
and on same date Warrant No. 3,792 tain peace and order on. election day
eling auditor's report on this county
of law, whether It affecta
forcement
was
G. A'.arcon for $150 in a county containing
Jose
to
issuel
over 3.0C0
contains about 41 paged oi typewritfor district attorney, first quarter."
voters
Washington, Nov. 10. Only in the operators or strikers, was indicated
50 precincts scatin
more
than
ten matter. The time consumed in
That is the charge. The facts are tered through a county of about 10,000 sense that the democratic party will as the program of the state adminmaking the investigation 6f the afiairs that there was but one district attor- square miles in extent. Do you call be responsible for currency legisla- istration.
Although Governor Amnions declinof the county was about six months; ney, Mr. S. B. Davis, Jr., and that it a crime, Mr. Taxpayer of San Mi- tion and therefore must direct its promuch state money was spent on it Jose G. Alarcon was then probate guel county? Is not this a deliberate gress, does President Wilson believe ed to make public his program for
and the larger part of the auditor's judge; that the district attorney was prostitution of the traveling auditor's the currency bill will be made a par- handling the strike situation. It seelv-e- d
apparent that all efforts to com-- 1
force was engaged on the work. It is entitled to a salary of $150 every quar- and governor's offices in an attempt ty measure. He told callers today
comprofair, therefore, to presume that the ter and that the probate judge was to make political capital? Honestly, that he expected it would be a non- pose the situation through
mise were at aa end and that the
report, as written and made, contains entitled to the same amount; that Mr, now, what do you think of it? And partisan bill when completed.
state administration would confine its!
everything discreditable that ingenu- Davis received his salary and that Mr. while we are oa this phase of the
Hitchcock Grows
igry
Senator Hitchcock made a hot at- eudcavor3 to the impartial enforceity, constant labor and persistence Alarcon received his for the first quar- matter we want to remind the govcould find; that it contains the worst ter of 1907. It would have been per- ernor and particularly the people of tack today on the proposal to take ment of the law.
that can be said; 'and mat if any- fectly apparent to a first grade stu- this county and the city of Las Vegas the currency question into a demoDeficiency warrants were being
thing worse could have been said the dent that there did not "seem to he that at the election in 1912 the gov- cratic caucus. He is the one demo- drawn at the state house today to
opportunity would not have been over two district attorneys, but that there ernor of New Mexico, McDonald, l,ho crat on the banking committee stand- cover the expense of the state troops.
looked. These assumptions are fair. was a clerical mistake in writing the same man who now gives out inter- - ing out against the administration. Iu It was expected these would be previews on the deplorable condition of a statement from the floor, he declare sented to the state auditor's office this
If, then, the dirty charges made in the voucher.
But Mr. Howell Earnest, the travel- matters here, the same man who par- ed he would not yield his convictions afternoon, and in the event Deputy
newspapers and If the charges made
in the auditor's report can he explain- ing auditor, did not have sense enough dons criminals in Guadalupe county "to meet the views of the president." Auditor Baullou declined
to Bigrj
ed, presumably the men cnarged with to see this, as it appears. We think without conferring with tne court or
"I would not permit myself to be them, it was planned immediately to
wrons: doinz will be rehabilitated. he did see it, and see it clearly, but district attorney that convicted them; bound by the decisions of
secret ask the state supreme court for a
This presumption is, however, violent; that he deliberately Inserted it in his that this same governor sent a large caucus on an Important matter of leg- wit of mandamus to compel tb.ir befor it is a well known fact that when- report to be unfair.
number of special mounted policemen islation like this," declared Senator ing
signed.
He charges in another place;
ever a man Is bespattered with dirty
iiito this county; that two pf them, Hichcock. "I am assured by a num"The apparent necessity of a large Epifanio" Gallegos and Manuel Mar- ber of senators on this side that they
political mud, no matter how clean he
may. afterward wash himself, many force of special deputy sheriffs at tinez, were at the polling place in are equally opposed to secret legislaDAVIS IS ACQUITTED
people always remember that he'was each election, as indicated by the paid the city of Las Vegas on that election tive proceedings. The senate is the
N. M., Nov. '10. WilAlbuquerque,
once bespattered.
warrants, in this county is deplorable, day; that they were heavily armed proper place to discuss this bill."
liam A. Davis, former postmaster at
in-on
and
with
to
and is a hardship
the taxpayers
Mr. Hitchcock spoke of "outside
deadly weapons; and that the
The Optic, in simple fairness
Clovis, was acquitted of the charge-omanliness toward the men whom the who have to foot the bill. For the district attorney compelled them to fluences," brought on the committee
misappropriation of postoffice fund
governor has attempted to blacken, election of 1900 there were six special disarm. What do you think of that when its members were told the
a jury In the United States disly
of
a
election
of
the
direct
kind
decls-about
insult
for
offered
not.
the
the
deputies employed;
will attempt to explain fully
by
accept
president could
court at 10; 50 o'clock Saturday
trict
these items of the auditor's report. 1902 there were 37;. for the election chief executive of the state to the cit- Ion of the majority.
The jury had been out cf th
night.
1900
no
were
of
izens
1904
Do
rememthe
Las
and
for
refers
of
22;
there
"I feel that when the senate
you
Vegas?
This will require several days
room less than ten
minutes
little amount of checking of accounts, election there were 19; for the 1908 ber also that the only disturbance at to a committee an Important bill of court
when
returned
it
the
verdict.
the
for
1908
were
In
Las
and
East
election
from
is
entitled
39,
the polls
this character the senate
there
Vegas
minutes and vouchers.
The trial of the Davis case was beWhile we are preparing materials 1911 election there were IS, making a to 1913 Inclusive waa caused by this to have members of the committee
last Wednesday. Ralph L. Smith,
asof
gun
call
Martinez
Manuel
an
same
$536.64."
total cost to the taxpayers
examine It carefully and vote accordmaking
to show to the public, we want to
of
beour
Denver,
one
near
obvious
of
sault
citizens
Thus
the
to
postofilce inspector, was
auditor,
more
own
and
convictions
some
traveling
the
to
their
of
upon
attention
ing
charges
the first witness called by th?
items of the traveling auditor's report. and in charging deplores this tremen- the T. M. C. A. building at the elec- liefs," he said.
ar.i remained on the tart
Senator Kern, chairman of the demHe charges : "For the first quarter dous burden on the taxpayers. "What tion In 190S?
Theso are some cf the more obvious ocratic caucus, replied to Senator until last Thursday. The dei'iinoo bsv
of 1907 there appears to have been does the burden amount to? From
two district attorneys for San Miguel 1900 up to and including 1911 the tax- thing3 In the traveling auditor's re Hitchcock, declaring it was not pro- pan its case Saturday morning an 1
county, according to warrants issued. payers paid $536.64 for special protec- port that we wish to bring before our posed to hold a binding cancua nor to rented Saturday afternoon.
t
?r!:i
Warrant No, 3,791, Issued April 1, tion. To translate this into other fig- readers. We shall have more to nay vote on the currency bill in the
Attorneys ms.!? iV-ir
and
the
for
other
forty-fouof
item?.
for
dollars
$150
later
each,
about
the
S.'B.
to
sepsi 'n.
Jr.,
ures, they paid
Davis,
1907,
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ed completely

BY HEN

1

y,

THE PRESS

MAY

3
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EAST

KEEP OFFICE UNTIL

NEWSPAPERS

the Fifteenth cavalry, commanded by
LONDON'S NEW LORD MAYOR
Colonel JobCiHi GiuiaiJ,
London, Nov. 10. The
left Fort
A
lord mayor's show took place
jlyer, Va., today by tr.n for Fort
Bliss, Tex., to relieve the Third
and the now lord mayor of
Sir Thomas Van Sittart Bowater,
squadron of the Fifth cavalry patrolwas formally installed in office, suc-- ;
ling the Mexican border.
The movement is in accordance With ceeding Sir David Burnett. The route
oraeis issued a month ago. Two of the procession, from the Guildhall
squadrens o the l,.teeniii cavalry at to the Law Courts and return, was
tori tineridan, 111., ,.u .. it. Leaven- - elaborately decorated with flags and j
wortu, ts.au., are to ieuee tu other bunting. The procession was exceed-- j
two squadrons of the Fifth cavalry ing spectacular. Crowds of unemploy-- BEGINNING IN THE MIDDLE WEST
on die border, and the Second caval- ed workingmen and women
were
IT SWINGS RAPIDLY TOWARD
ry is lo be relieved by the Tenth, cav-air- maBsed at Victoria Embankment and '
ATLANTIC
how at Fort Ethan Allen, VL at other points on the route, but their
Orders have not ye Lon issued for demonstrations were entirely order-ly- ,
the transfer of the Send and Fifth
and outside of keeping the throngs WIRE SERVICE CEMOSALIZED
and
northern
to
their
from
eastern
breaking over the widewalks into
cavalry
the roadway the forces of metropolistations.
TELEGRAPH COMPANIES ARE UNOne of the officials familiar with tan police that were massed
along
ABLE to reach Many parts
the exchanges with Huerta Bald to the line had little or nothing to do.
OF COUNTRY
Sir Thomas Bowater, the new lord
day that the latest
representations
trom Washington were not such as Mayor, is 51 years old and a native
Wilson in the atti- of Manchester. As a young man he
io pUu:o
TWO ARE DEAD IN CHICAGO
tude of having said the last word if came to London and engaged in busi
Huerta declined, to abdicate. It was j ness. He is now at the head of a
said that the language of the last rep- - large firm of paper makers. His rise DROP IN TEMPERATURE
IS ACresentation did not directly call on to the office of chief magistrate of
COMPANIED BY SLEET AND
Huerta to resign, but made it clear the city has been rapid. In 1889 be
VIOLENT WIND
that if ho had the good of Mexico at became a representative on the court
heart and really desired that soniej of common council, and in .1906 was
Chicago, Nov. 10. Telegraph 8er- government in Mexico City be recog- - elected sheriff and later, alderman.
in certain sections of the coun- vice
uized by the United States he would
is
delno'ahzed aa result of
lry
retire from the situation. The comHAYWOOD IS RELEASED
'
rday's storm. The damage to the
N. J.. Nov. 10. The state
munication is also understood to have
indicated that if Huerta remained in supreme court here today set aside Property of the telegraph companies
is estimated at several hundred thou
power we United States would repu-- the conviction of William Haywood,
diale all his acts as well as those of who," with two others connected with sands of dollars.
The most serious condition was rethe Industrial Workers of the World,
the hew congress;
in Ohio and Pennsylvania,
was
ported
on
convicted
of
a
charge
being
Ctiairmau bacon, ot the seuate forIn connection with which were swept by a wind and
persons
disorderly
who
called
relation
eign
committee,
sleet storm that carried down hunat the White House, said this gov- the recent strike of Paterson silk
dreds of miles of wires.
workers.
ernment would proceed cautiously,
Damage done by a tremendous surf
uui with the same fixed purpose.
the lake shores, driven in by
along
"On otiicial statement was issued b
STEEL TONNAGE FALLS
the 50 mile gale, is estimated at hunNew York, Nov. 10 The unfilled
Charge Algara of the Mexican embasdreds of thousands of dollars during
States steel
ay, sta ing that on November 20 next tonnage of the United
the
past 24 hours, it was ascertained.
"The legislative power assumed by corporation on October 31 totaled
Two Deaths Reported
of
tons
490,018
President Huerta will be reinstated
tons, a decrease
Two deaths were reported here.
ana uie new congress wili pass ou tne from September. This is the 'until
consecutive monthly decrease this Antonio Zupsuys and an unidentified
result of the presidential election."
man were blown into the Chicago riv-'The dispatches received by Senor year.
'
"ana
the
suueiuent,
Angara," says
signed by Foreign Minister iUoueuo,
a may be asbiuued, represent the at- - M. a.
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WEEKS LOOKS FOR FRANCE EXPECTS

ing an investment of $S4,000,0j0, giving employment during the sugar making season to 31,752 people, provid
ing a market for the 5,224,377 tons of
sugar .beets raised by the 120,000 people engaged in working the fields?
CO.
Why cut off the $30,000,000 paid out
annually to farmers for beets ana
disbursed annually for fuel,
$32,700,000
wages, transporta
supplies,
factory
Editor.
BELIEVES JESUS WILL RETURN
tion, etc?
TO THIS EARTH IN PRE3-- .
The democratic party will have to
ENT GENERATION
or he other:

THE DAILY OPTIC
ESTABLISHED;

10,

THE SECOND
COMING

answer for one thing
either for Idle sugar factories or for
The following account of the sergreatly reduced Income to the farm- mon of Rev. Frank Weeks, which was
the beets.
Entered at the postoffice at East ers who produce o
preached in the Seventh Day Advcnt- Las Vegas, New Mexico, for trans
ist church In Albuquerque recently,
mission through the United States
will interest Las Vegas people, as Mr.
mails as second class matter.
Weeks resided here until a short time

10 PROFIT

eautiful Silk Crepes

BY

CANAL

We have jxist received seme beautiful dress patterns of figured Crepe de Chein these are
especialy rich in appearance and make up well for any put pose we are also showing- a good
variety of solid colors in both Crepe de Chein and Canton "Crepe-- . These soft, clinging fabrics
are the most popular of the season and insure the desired results in the newest draped effects.

STEAMSHIP
THAT
COUNTRY'S
WILL
PUT ON
COMPANIES
NEW SERVICE

'

PariB, Nov.

10.

i

..

The thoroughness

with which Prance has studied the
maritime commercial situation which
will arise as a result of the completion of the Panama canal is eviden
ced by a further report from Monzie,
in woolen novelties are much in demand this season and come in a variety of desirable and pracunder secretary of state for marine,
tical weaves and colors.
"Like the Jewish leaders might who, in addition to speaking for the
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
have known the time of their visita foreign office, has given some inter- Dally, by Carrier
We are showing some exceptionally pretty things in this line, each pattern absolutely extion in the days of Christ, by paying ing detail as to what certain French
,v5
Per Copy
clusive in style, rich in texture and reasonable in price.
heed to the prophecies and the signs shipping companies contemplate in
J5
One Week
'
1
so may Christians in
their
of
times;
SS
and
increased
of
the way
passenger
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report eays, forces a duty upon the
workers in western states to seriously
consider the new problem of foreign
immigrant labor. The failure of remedial legislation in recent congresses

PEOPLE HAVE NO
VOICE IN THE"

SUFFRAGETTES 10
BEGIMVIGQHOUS

was deplored.
In connection
department of
clares in favor
of a bureau of

with the work of the
labor ths report deof the establishment
labor safety to look
after the safety of workingmen and
the encouragement of safety devices.
A museum of safety, it was declared,
"would be of great assistance in promoting these various purposes,"
Only brief comment was made iu
the report on the contempt, of court
sentence pending against President
Cdmpers, Vice President Mitchell and
secretary Morrison, a review ot uie
case was given but, aside from declaring that the "opinion of the district
court of appeals did not give a decision to the fundamental issues upon
which organized labor had been asking a judicial ruling" the report refrains from comment on the court's
findings.,
Urgent need for the solution of the
problem of the unemployed was
brought to the attention of the conversion. Sympathy wi!U their condition was expressed aad (he belief
was voiced that the unemployed might
bo used in road construction, which
automobile travel is making daily of
greater importance. Legislation to
that end was urged.
Because of the international and
world-wid- e
trend in the organization
of labor, the report stated that the
Federation was heartily in sympathy
with movements to bring about lasting international peace.
the world
"Labor organizations,
over," says the report, "havei committed themselves to the policy o international peace peace with honor
and justice in international politics
as well as industry. All national, economic and political issues are infected
with world interest."
the
In conclusion- the report-urgeconsiderato
earnest,
give
delegates
tion to the recommendations made
Among
for remedial legislation.
work day, Injuncothers: an
tion limitation, seamen's legislation,
workingmen's compensation, federal
bureau of health, safety appliances, arbitration and automatic stop systems
on railways.

GOVERNMENT
FEDERATION
OF LABOR SAYS
DOLLARS ARE THE INVISIBLE RULERS

Seattle, Nov. 10. "Invisible government by organized dqllars" was scored
in the report of the executive council
o the American Federation of Labor
to the 33rd. annual convention which
recent conbegan here today. The
and the
investigation
gressional lobby
charges of M. M. Mulhall against the
National Association of Manufacturers
formed the basis of the attack.
The report was signed by all officers of the federation who compose
It dealt
the executive council.
with all phases of labor
conditions in the United States and
the Insular possessions but made only
an incidental reference to the new
Federal Industrial Relations Commission and Board of Mediation aiid Conciliation. The report was not read
but a copy was furnished to each dele'
gate.
n
The reference to the National
was
the
longof Manufacturers
est in the report. A review of testimony before the senate and house
lobby investigations was' given, going
into detail regarding the activity of
what is termed the "invisible government,") as embodied in the National
Association of Manufacturers.
Concerning the Natioua' Association
of Manufacturers, the report said:
"It has been shown to be the worst
group of selfish, mercenary interests
now fattening upon civilization. The
officials of that organization liave not
denied their official signatures to any
corn muni cation offered in evidence.
They have not denied that they paid
their lobbyists large salaries and honored immense expense accounts. They
have not denied that they attempted
to break strikes and that their agents
went to and fro in the halls of congress and frequented the rooms of its
members to prevent legislation in behalf of labor. The National Association through its overreaching greed
lor power anu peu, now maiiua i
lutely discredited before congress and
the nation. Its influence for evil has
dean materially reduced."
v
The report charged that only a limited number of copies of the lobby
.
neanngs nave oeen prmuju auu impressed the hope that the convention
would call upon congress to supply
more that they might be distributed
and the knowledge of the alleged "conspiracy of the manufacturers be widely disseminated."
Refedence to the lobby investigation
"Now tnat the existence
concludes.:
of the invisible government, the
stronghold of organized dollars, has
established beyond doubt or
been
question, now that its methods, purposes and agents have been revealed
to the public, those who have at heart
the interests of humanity and the
maintenance of a democratic form of
government are able to attack the
problem with the wisdom of experience and knowledge."
The early opening of the Panama
Canal was made the occasion to declare for greater immigration restriction through national legislation. Kas-)o- r
access to the Pacific coast, the
Asso-riatio-

-
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more than once to gently urge her the annual banquet of the Canadian
forward.
Club of New York, which is to be
held at the Hotel Plaza tomorrow
Yachtsmen who followed the races night. The. Dominion government will
around British Isles and in continental send several member
waters during the past season tell an leiiiestjui it
oinciaiiy, and one or
incident which emphasizes the
more members of President Wilson's
with which Charles Nichol- cabinet are expected to attend. As
son, the designer of the new American this is the first dinner of the club
cup challenger, carries out everything since the new tariff went into operahe undertakes.
tion the occasion ' is expected to be
It occurred aboard, the "Istria," one of unusual interest in view of
which won the
race at Kiel the distinguished representatives of
last year. Nicholson not only design- both countries who have
accepted
ed and built but also skippered the invitations to be
present.
"Istria" in her big races. On the
mentioned the yacht was late NATURE AND A WOMAN'S WORK
in getting under way for the starting have
produced the greatest remedy
point and a friendly steam yacht soon for woman's ills that the world haB
learned the cause of the "Istrla's" late- ever known.
From the roots and
ness, perched above the cross-tree- s
herbs of the field, Lydia E. Pinkham,
was Nicholson, the designer, builder more than
thirty years ago, gave to
and skipper, making sure that some womankind a remedy for their pecubolts were quite right before the race liar Ills which has
proved more efficastarted
cious than any other combination of
Nicholson is probaDIy the least wor- drugs ever
compounded, and today
ried of the men interested in the big Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetahle Comrace of next year. Asked the other pound is
recognized from coast to
day whether he was not kept busy on coast as the standard remedy for
"Shamrock IV," he shook his head woman's ills.
and said: "It does not worry me. It
is"
just a question of building another Would Make Them Better If They
yacht, only it is a little larger." DeCould
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spite this Nicholson can be depended
upon to see that every thing possible know that they have absolutely the
best combination of curative and
is done to, win the cup, no matter
healing medicines for kidney and
how much work and consideration It bladder ailments and
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first dose. They exert so direct an increasing number of bottles of Fonct'on on the kidneys and bladder ley's Honey and Tar Compound is
that the pain and torment of back- sold yearly. Thos. Verran, 286 Edache, rheumatism and kidney trouble ward Street, Houghton, Mich., gives
is soon dispelled. O. G. Schaefer and an excellent reason when he writes:
"Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
has always proven an effective rem-edquickly relieving tickling In the
BANQUET OF CANADIAN CLUB
throat, and stopping the cough with
New York, Nov. 10 Elaborate ar- no bad after effects. O. G.
Schaefer
rangements have been concluded for and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
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ENGLISH WOMEN BEGIN ATTACK
MEMBERS
UPON CABINET
WHO OPPOSE THEM

Ixmdon, Nov. 10. The opening gun
of the busy autumn campaign of the
National Union of Women's Suffrage
societies, the constitutional organization of the suffragists, will be fired in
November in the form of a concerted
attack on the constituencies of the
cabinet members who oppose women's
enfranchisement.
This preliminary attack will take
the form of political support of certain labor candidates, who expect to
e
cabinet memoppose the
bers at the next general election. The
government is being attacked because,
although it has a majority in favor
of women's suffrage, it refuses to
make their enfranchisement a government measure. The labor party will
be'asslsted because it is, so far, the
only party which has placed women's
suffrage in its official platform. The
embracunion itself is
ing members from alt the parties, but
it is the considered opinionof the officials that the hand of the government, should be forced by opposing its
adherents.
The educational side of the campaign is to be concentrated on an
effort to show the public quite clearly
one at least of the reasons why the
union desires the enfranchisement of
women. This reason will be expressed in terms of the welfare of children. A program has been arranged
under the general title of "The Child
and the State." The campaign will
be carried on under the various heads
of infant mortality, children in the
schools, defective children, delinquent
children, state chi'dren, employment
of children, and the legal position of
children.
e
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FOREST SERVICE

OFFICIALS ARE
GRATIFIED AT SMALL LOSS
IN PAST SEASON

Albuquerque, Nov. 10. In casting
up accounts for .the 1913 fire season
throughout Arizona, and New Mexico,
forest service officials find reason for
gratification in the fact that despite
conditions
exceptionally dangerous
and an unusually large number of
forest fires started, 74 per cent of
these fires were located and extinguished before they had burned over
an area of more than ten acres. Nearly a half of the total number of fires
on national forests in the Third district were confined to an. area of less
than one acre.
The records .of the forest service's
Albuquerque office show that the fire
season this year set in toward the lat
ter part of last April. Since that time
about 575 fires have been discovered
and put out in Arizona and New Mexico forests.
In looking over the .reports on the
origin of fires it is evident that lightning played a large part in starting
fires this year. About 63 per cent of
all fires are known to have begun
this way, while a big proportion of
the 12 per cent unknown may fairly
be attributed to electrical storms. One
per cent only was charged to incendiarism,' while 9 per cent of the total
are laid to careless campers.
Commenting upon the fire season
as a whole, District Forester A. C.
Ringland says:

"As a rule the fire season in t j
southwest is limited to the dry inonH.a
of, late spring and early summer.
lief is usually felt by the beginning
of the rainy season in the middle of
July. During the past summer them
has been a lack of general rains ani
a number of fires occurred during August. Scattered rains, reduced the fire
danger in early September but sincn
the country got no soaking except In.
the high mountain regions of northern New Mexico, the recent dry spell
was much more serious than would
have normally been the case.
"This generai drought during the
latter part of October, created a dannumber of nagerous situation ifi
tional forests. Reports received at
the Albuquerque office about November 1 caused hasty preparations fop a
fall fire season. Special patrolmen
were appointed in the chief danger
zones and lookouts who had not been
needed for a month or six weeks preThe recent
viously were reinstated.
rains with snow storms in the higher
mountains have relieved1 the situa
tion, however, and no considerable
hazard remains.
"Our fire protection system has undergone a severe test this year, and
In general the results were gratifying.
It is, of course, Impossible to alto
gether prevent the starting of fires,
particularly when caused by lightning. It is necessary to bend all our
efforts toward locat'ng fifes when
started and putting them out as speedily as possible. In this I feej that we
have been exceptionally fortunate during the past summer, when the unfavorable weather conditions are taken
into account. I think that our lookout and patrol system, as a system,
has been proved efficient The degree to which we- - can reduce the fire
danger In the future, will come largely
I believe, from the amount of money
we can spend1 on fire trails, telephone
lines and other preventive improvement work."

ii

The police have been subjected to
considerable criticism for the small
number of arrests they made at the
recent Bow Baths riot in the East If."
NERVOUS DYSPEPSIA,
end, when Sylvia Pankhurst was rescued by her followers, but modesty
GAS OR INDIGESTION has prevented the London policeman
from coming forward with a perfectly
adequate excuse for his small suffraSETTLES gette bag.
"PAPE'S DIAPEPSIN"
The story of the newest form of
SOUR, UPSET STOMACHS IN'
militant strategy might never have
FIVE MINUTES
"
been made public 'had not some of
Time it! Pape's Diapepsin will di- the victorious suffragettes boasted
gest .anything you eat and overcome a about it to their friends. According
stomach to these fighters every time a policesour gassy or
man grasped a suffragette one of her
purely within five minutes.
if your meals don't fit comfortably, comrades, told off for that purpose,
or. what you eat lies like a lump of would rip open the officer's coat and
lead in your stomach, or if you have cut his suspenders. Torn between
modheartburn, that is a sign of indiges conflicting senses of duty and
esty each constable had. to sacrifice
tion.
or his dignity, and everyGet from your pharmacist a fifty-ce- his capture
who knows the London "Bobby"
one
take
and
case of Pape's Diapepsin
will guess that the prisoner escaped.
a dose just as soon as you can. There
The troubles of the
no
belchings
will be no sour risings,
did not end with the escape of
police
no
mixed
with
food
acid,
of undigested
for when they were
their
prisoners,
stomach gas or heartburn, fullness
before
the
lined
up
inspector to report
nauor heavy feeling in the stomach,
off duty, they got a rating for their
sea, debilitating headaches, dizziness failure to
stand at attention with
or intestinal griping. This will all go,
sides. The chaffing of
hands
at
their
and, besides, there will be no sour their comrades in the station house,
food left over in the stomach to poison when
they discovered the cause for
your breath with nauseous odors.
this slackness, did not add to their
Pape's Diapepsin is a certain cure' happiness.
for
stomachs, because' it
It is said that when Miss Pankhilrst
takes hold of your food and digests it was arrested the next night at Poplar
just the same as if your stomach town hall, her captors had provided
'.
Story wasn't there.
for a repetition of the attack by anRelief in five minutes from all stom- choring their trousers so securely that
ach misery is waiting for you at an a mere nipping of the suspenders did
Sciatica, Lumbago, and
drug store.
not cause them any concern.
Dreaded Articular
cases contain
These large fifty-cen- t
Rheumatism
Cured.
Never was a greater contrast beenough "Pape's Diapepsin" to
the entire family free from stomach tween two queens afforded than the
disorders and Indigestion for many presence together of Queens Mary
months. It, belongs in your home.
and Alexandra at the1 marriage of
Adv.
Prince Arthur of Connaught and the
Duchess of Fife.
CONVENE
Although common report says the
women are not on the most friendtwo
10.
Nov.
A mighty
Columbus, O.,
army of foes of the liquor traffic, re- ly terms, custom demands that at
cruited from every section ' of the many functions they appear together,
country, invaded Columbus today for and at the marriage at St. James
ithe biennial convention of the Anti-- ! palace they both entered and left the
Saloon League of America. The ses- chapel hand in hand. Of the two, in
will continue three days , an-face at least, Queen Alexandra, who
sions
111 1.a InnAnrnJi
t
will be 69 on December 1 next, and is
JIA
ue
uu
win
ji iiuuy uy a joiii
lunuHcu
conference of representatives of prac- therefore 23 years older than her
Too Will Fetl LIli an Acrobat After Cuing tically all of the prohibition, and tem- daughter-in-law- ,
appears the younger,
8. B. B.
perance organizations of the country. tout when she walks her age is more
rthoimuillsm Is simply a name plvon to At this conference
plans will be laid apparent. Her face; too, is always
drolKnatn a variety of 'pains, anil can only
reached by Irrigating the entire blooit for the most notable campaign ever brightened' by a, smile, which no doubt
b
supply with a naturally assimilative
popuThere is but one standard rheuma- undertaken In behalf of the move- accounts for her
tism remedy, and is sold in all drug stores ment for nation-wid- e
who
with
the
public,
larity
prohibition.
general
under the name of S. S: S. Attempts are
often made to Bell something claimed to be
her more heartily than
cheer
always
positively you will
"just as good." Insist
any members of the royal family, with
A Night of Terror
have nothing but, 8. 8. s.
It contains only pure vegetable element
the possible exception of the Duke of i 1
more
Pew
are
terrible
than
nights
iodide
of
mercury,
snd is absolutely free
that of n mother looking on her child Connaught, with whom she divides
of potash or arsenic.
1 be recoveries of all types of rheumachoking and gasping for breath dur- honors in this repect.
tism by the use of S. S. 8, Is a fine tribute
ing an attack of croup, and nothing In
In the natural efficacy of this remarkable
the chapel the other clay it
it of Many wasLeaving
medicine, for it 4s assimilated just as na- the house to relieve
as
and
noticed
that the Queen Mother,
as
Just
havex
just
specifically,
mothers
terror
turally.
passed nights
well ordained as the most acceptable, most In
A little forethought with that' tact for which bolh she and
situation.
this
food.
mmt
and
digested
readily
palatable,
enable you to avoid ell this. King Edward were famous, lingered to i
!.o not fall to get a bottle of S. S. S, will
You will be astonished at the rea bow to all present,, so that none might I
If your rheumatism is of such a Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is
sults.
nature that you would like to consult ft certain cure for croup and has never feel
slighted. In fact she was so
stiedaHst. write to the medlnal department, been known to fail. Keep It at hand.
'j i.r- Hwift Specific Co., 2UO Swift Bldg.,
in this that Queen Alary had
For sale by all dealers. Adv.
!
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FOUR

PRETTY FALL

FASHIONS
New York, Nov. 10. There is always a certain fascination about tail-

is a wonderfully good fur imitation of
the season and ia quite expensive,

MONDAY,

N'VSMBER

Mitchell and other noted labor I t.
as they took their seats on the
The delegates were v t l
platform.
corned to Seattle in an address by
Mayor Robert Mesketh, who enjoyed
the personal acquaintance of many of
the visitors by reason of the
fact that the has long served as an
international vice president of the
hotel and restaurant employes' union.
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Prompt Repairing and
Satisfactory Work'

WING

THE LEAD

WATCHES. JEWELRY

ored suits and this autumn the tailor- though cheap enough compared with CEREMONY UNITING HER WITH
BY
ON
MANAGED
VOTE CONTEST
ed suits are unusually attractive. The the real fur.
JACOBY
"DADDY"
IS
GROWING
LUIS ARMIJO OCCURS THIS
BROOKES FUNERAL
The fur edge frenzy has extended
C. r.--rr
iuew fabric . known by the name o
WARM
MORNING
to
are
to
is
Black
velvet
hats.
shapes
duvetyn, or peau da pecho, which
used extensively for such suits, is the ie hud edged with brown fur, which
Tho historic old church of Our Lady
LARGELY ATTENDED Beginning today those competing
sensation of the season. U gives to is presumably hear. The edge Is not of Sorrows was the scene of a beau-utu- i
for the watch in the vote contest,
the figure a suppleness that many of more than an inch wido on the best
tiiis morning when Rev.
managed by "Daddy" Jacoby of the
weuumg
&
the other heavy fabrics deny It It looking ones, though, of course, it may father Paul Gilbertoh performed the
Lubin New Mexico Motion Picture
three
about
FRIENDS
FROM
OVER
THE
extreme
ALL
in
width,
be
had
la warm and yet soft and can be
which united
company, will start a thorough cama rather queer impressive ceremony
STATE HONOR DEAD ADJUmanipulated easily into folds and inches, which gives
Mr.
Luis
and
Miss
Delgado
paign of the city in quest of votes,
Eugenia
den" .i
which
is by no
TANT GENERAL
drapery. The coolrs in it are good, and heavy effect
and by the latter part of the week it
E. Armijo.
to
women.
means
,
many
the
becoming
for uioo is something about
is
that the standing of those
The edifice was filled with the reThe funeral of Brigadier General in expected
Vests for women are to be had in
.weave tbat gives out, or rather takes
race will be considerably highfriends of the bride and
and
the
latives
fashioned of
Albert Sidney Brookes, adjutant gen- er.
Jn, soft, smoky tones of red, gray, ;he shops nowadays
groom at 10 o'clock when the wedding
are
ratine.
brocade
and
eral of the New Mexico National
women
They
most
that
to
purple and green
Miss Edith Wright continues
march, played by Jose Geoffreon, or-- 1
devised to be worn- - with the tailored
Guard, was held yesterday afternoon lead.
can wear.
She has 8,901 votes to her
struc
filled
the
the
for
church,
ganist
In dark green, dark purple, and suits of the season, and "come in all ture- with its glad notes. The bride at Santa Fe from the First Presbyte- credit. The standing of the others
The color of one chosen for
colors.
rian church. The services were is
tleep khaki one sees the majority ol
Miss Ivan Bloom, 6,200; Miss
and groom, accompanied by their at
You cannot write a check that cannot be raised Write us
street suits, Paquin uses more ma- a suit is usually in contrast, though tendants, marched to the chancel rail, beautiful and the funeral was attend- Audrey Burns, 5,310; Edwin Rosenrine blue and deep khaki than any it may, if one wishes, be matching. where the ceremony was performed. ed by a large number of friends of thal, 1,484; C. C. Gero, 910; Max
and be conviaccd
other house, and she also uses coats The cost varies with the quality and The bridal couple received the bless General Brookes.
8SS, and Fred Lewis, 0G5.
Company E and the band of the
NEW
of silk matelasse, which some of the svorkmanship applied in the making of ing of the church In a nuptial high
the
First
garment.
regiment New Mexico National
other houses have dropped altogether.
The
mass. Together they received the
of
result
years experience will give absolute proAll smart isMrts now are gathered
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
formed the escort for the body,
Whatever the weave or color or name
Mias Beatrice Mar- Guard,
communion.
holy
tectionWrites dollars and cents in two colors; the quickest
New York, Nov. 10. Liquidation of
of the materials used, they are all at the back cf the waist line and the tin of Trinidad sang "Ave Maria" at and the funeral procession was over
this
at
houses
in
skirt
In
in
which
mile
a
investment
The
to
fitting
method known
stocks,
was
plain,
closely
body
length.
lay
laine
de
good
soft. Velours
run- - the offertory.
state at the Capitol building from 9 with New England connections
look at, but it was too heavy to drape, pc iit- - is distinctly out of the
Miss Frances Delgado, sister cf the
bePRICE S35.00 DELlVETJED-WH- Y
PAY MORE
in the morning until 2 o'clock ured prominently, opened the way
r.nd there weer many women v io n;rg. Of course, the fullness is
Mr. Lorenzo Delgado, her
and
bride,
for
and
11.
line
the
and
A
of
waist
only,
honor
w:
afternoon.
nveeii
for
hip
the
prices
guard
wear
selling,
increasing
day
not
did
it
complained that
brother, were bridesmaid and best
SULLIVAN & ARNOLD, GEN. ACTS.
It is too early to say whether or no; u. ow the hips the garment must cling nan, Tho ring was carried amid a from Company E attended the body were borne down abruptly. In many
Made by G. W. Todd & Co. Famous Mfrs. of Tha Protactograph
to the figure,
at the Capitol. The service at the case quotations were carried to the
duvetyn will merit the same reproach .osely
of flowers by little Miss
The hata for little and big girls profusion
lowest point since the1 slump of last
church took place at 2:30 o'clock.
but it' la the fraci of the day, and
Stella Frank, while little Miss Mar
General Brookes was one of the June, and a number of stocks, includ-mos- t'
America probably will be wearing it should be simple simple in outline garita Baca was trainbearer.
be,
but
may
and
in
seatrimming
they
cold
when
the
as
popular military men in the ing Atchison, St. Paul, New Haven,
Paris
as steadily
The bride was beautiful in a gown
and the most successful ones are, destate. Every member of the New Rubber and American Telephone, fell
son begins.
cer- cf white charmeuse trimmed in' white Mexico National Guard was acquaint- - to the bottom
figure of the year.
So far there has been no return lightfully picturesque. There is
r-& P
1
PI Ci
f r Co p. n r 3
in
the crystal chiffon. She wore a veil of ed with the general and his popularThe latest phases of the Mexican
to long coats, except the compromise tainly a pituresque element
white
was
in
which
tulle
held
place
low
ity was numbered by his friends. situation tended to unsettle the mar
jnafio by Parjuin between the Ions rather large, floppy brimmed,
by a wreath of lilies of the valley.
The
velvet.
or
of
taffeta
hats
crowned
one.
During his administration as adjutant ket. Losses ranged from 1 to
s;odi:t coat and the short, flaring
these hats are trimmed Tho bride carried a shower bouquet general of the New Mexico National points, with well known stocks the
iYoung, slim figures will wear straight prettiest of
valley aud white Guard
rib- of lilies of the
General" Brookes
brougnti chief sufferers. Bonds were heavy.
little coats that have much, Cham If simply with a large flat bow of
'
roses.
ribtaffeta
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the
never
to
an
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loosethat
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efficiency
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made.
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They hang
they
The bridesmaid was attired in a before known in the
and aagin the moire.
of the market
with increased
bon,
rounded
pressure
are
history
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shoulders,'
from
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The decorative effect of the artifi- gown of pink, accordion pleated crepe state soldiery. Being a military man against Southern Pacific, New Haven
below the waist.' at the back and tilt
rose seems to be appreciated do chine. Shu wore a picture hat of practically all his life,
General and Can. Falling off of nearly 500,- up in front. They are fattened in a cial
with pink roses and
trimmed
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more
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A cough medicine for children
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son will be moleskin, broadtail, seal, ney
cent net advance.
from out of town, among whom
guests
a
led
mistake
skin.
The
had
cial
been
astray
"FEED"
THANKSGIVING
by
and
caracul
pony
laby
Good local buying and lightness of
were Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Delgado
test liked fur coat models are in cut- made by the person who drew up the and
sent corn up with an easy
of Helen,' Mrs.
Catherine
offerings
daughter
warrants.
box
received
Davis
Mr.
or
salary
away effects, straight front,
to
M.
lower. A
Miss
of
Beatrice
unchanged
J.;
Belen,
opening,
Y.
Lacey
SECRETARY LE NOIR OF THE
Moused, as the trade terms them. his quarterly salary, as did Jose G.
was quickly recorded.
of 4 to
of Trinidad, Mrs. Juan DelMartin
gain
LEWIS
MRS.
was
A.
SECURES
C.
M.
the
who
probate judge.
And In full models Japanese styles Alarcon,
Tha close was easy though,
4 to
of Santa Fe and Mrs. George
AS COOK
are much favored. But perhaps the The warrants have consecutive num- gado
net
cent
VifP
Chavez
of
Cuervo.
higher.
followa Stein-- B
newest wraps are the mantelettes, bers. In making his notation
Under good demand, oats shewed
the
the
for
of
Tickets
when
chic
issuance
the
the
warrants,
ing
and they are charmingly
LABOR HOSTS IN SEATTLE
dinner that is to be given at an upward t udency after opening irdeveloped in pelts. These little wraps clerk who drew them charged Mr.
10.
an
lower to a shade higher.
With
Nov.
Wash.,
atSeattle,
the Y. M. C. A. Thanksgiving day, regular
extend a trifle below the waist line Alarcon's salary to "the district
of
attendance
hogs at the yards helpStrength,
on
representatives
now
Including
"seare
of
the
and
been
issued
one
This
have
have
explains
torney."
at the back in rounded fashion,
the list showing an adthe
ed
of
labor
throughout
provisions,
organized
is
expectsale at the association. u It
liimono sleeves an1 a square cut off rious" charges" made by the traveling
'
The close
5 cents
to
two
vance
and
of
Canada
and
United
States
24
as
will
fast,
tickets
the
ed
go
that
auditor.
lino at tha waist in front.
Twenty-fiv- e
Jwill
:"
was
follows:
as
British
the
fraternal
from
delegates
this affair is among the most delightA new and rather peculiar feature
Dec.
annual
the
May
Union
Trades
90.
Wheat,
,
85';
congress,
A.
Y.
M.
C.
during
solve your clothes problem. The same
ful, given at, the
tit the coat of the season is the col
Dec. 69: May 70.
Federa- the
American
of
the
convention
Corn,
year.
lar. There is no attempt at fitting
would mean at
decree of. service-valution of Labor assembled in Seattle
Oats, Dec. 384 ; May 42.
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
Mrs. Ike Lewis, cook for the Y. M.
in this collar. After the many years
The
business.
Jan.
May
for
and
$20.22.
Pork,
Thanks$20.22;
4.
organized
today
the
will
A.
C.
camp,
least $19.00 at the custom tailor's - - aud
prepare
when the fit of the collar made or
sessions will continue probably two giving dinner, and doubtless will make
.
Lard, Jan. $10.82; May $10.95.
marred the garment It is a bit startPresi-ideminus Siein-Bloc- h
Ribs, Jan. $10.67; May $10.77.
style.
Washington, Nov. 10. Senate: At 'weeks. At the initial session
s' ng to learn now that the collar
good her reputation of being an exhis
delivered
Samuel
Gompers
Mrs.
in
this
instance.
chef
noon.
not
cellent
fit. The bunchier and
fhculd
Passed resolution to investigate annual address to the delegates and Lewis made a big hit as a prepara- clumsier the neckpiece, the smarter
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
the wuip is considered at the present whether new tariff law completely ex Secretary Frank Morrison and Treas- tor of meals at the Y. M. C. A. camp, Kansas City, Nov. 10. Hogs, reB.
their
Lennon
urer John
presented
and for this reason she has been se
gods.
time. Naturally such a collar gives cludes convict-mad- e
.
Market 10 cents higher.
In his address Mr. cured to prepare the big Thanksgiv- ceipts 6,000
prefer them.
very thickest appearance to the Senator Hitchcock denounced move- annual reports.
heavy $7.707.90;
Bulk
$7.607.85;
the
what
reviewed
at
length
dembill
Gompers
new
into
ment
"feed."
The
collar
neck.
to
currency
take
Toack of the
ing
"
packers and butchers $7.607.90;
federation had accomplished during
The price of this dinner will be
ii'foct can be produced very easily in ocratic caucus.
made numerous re- the same as that charged last year, lights $7.507.85; pigs $67.25.
fur, and it is a singular fact, that it Adjourned at 2:0(1 p. m. to noon the year and he
Cattle, receipts 15,000. Market 10
commendations.
60 cents, and, according to Secretary
not look 80 clumsy in pelt
i.
Thursday.
cents
higher. Prime fed steers $8.75
Hundreds of delegates and visitors Le Nolr, the dinner will be equal or
House:
A no! Her peculiarity
Met at noon and adjourn
of these new
dressed beet steers $78.75;
(&9.40;
of the better than last year's
fur coiiars are me strange ways in ed at 12:40 p. rn. until noon Tuesday. filled the hall at the opening
western
steers $6.508.50; southern
proceedings. Occupying seats upon
dinner. Following the steers
tl,U-- i
they cross ia the back. Oc-The
cows
$4.r57;
$5.756.75;
this crossing is at the In damn, chilly weather there 'f the plaform were Secretary of Labor meal an interesting entertainment will heifers
stockers and feeders
$59;
Brita
dernnnd
for
two
PAr William B. Wilson and tha
M
large,
take place, thus taking up the whole
mut and the collar joins a band of always SNOW
LINIMENT because
$5.507.80; bulls $4.507; calves $0
and
f;!r that is used to outline the edges. nany people who know by experience ish deelj'atea, Messrs. Gwynne
evening for all the bachelors or men eio.
Their appeaarnce in the away from home in tho city.
c Greenall.
fabrics are now matiufac-- ) its preat relieving power in
Market 10
Sheep, receipts 9,000.
aches ntsd pains, prepare '0 hall was evputed with loud cheering.
in such clever Imitation of fur
Lambs
cents
to
15
$7(3)7.75;
higher.
8t the first twin. Price Similar demonstrations were given in
are difficult to distfBEfiish. 'jrtply."firit ami
,,!
ewes $4f 4.8R5.
Sold
5.2r.;
$1.00 per bottle.
2'c,
The
for
Optic.
Subscribe
John
hwr of President Gompers,
Arabian lamb by Central
tins rial tbirig.
Drug Co..A.4v,
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Over 15,000,000 Dollars Lost
Yearly on Raised Checks
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Senator T. B. Catron of Santa Fe
came in this afternoon and will be
a business visitor here for a short

PERSONALS
C. C. Davis of Raton was a business
visitor in" Las Vegas today.
Dr. and Mrs. II. Hoag of Mora were
visitors in Las Vegas yesterday.
D. A. Wylie came in last night from
Iaguna, N. M., for a short business
visit. v
Mr. nn.1 Mra P p T fip.mricker of
Onava were visitors in Las Vegas yes.
terday.
M. PaltengUe of Wagtm Mound was
a business visitor in Las Vegas

STRAir TOPICS FROM

time.
Miss Daisy Fox left yesterday afternoon for Little Sioux, jNen., where she
will visit relatives for the next few
weeks.
L. ' W. Smith came in yesterday aftr
ernoon from his home at Santa Fe
and will T)6 a business visitor here for
the next few days.
C. E. Lewis left Saturday evening
of
j for Albuquerque and other parts
the state where he will be on business for several days.

Joe Rachcofsky, representative for
the S trass, Eisendrath Dry Goods comR. E. Alldredge of Springer came in pany of Chicago, was a business visbusi-jiior
in
Las
Vegas
today.
yesterday afternoon for a short
Phil Lucius and C Stebbens of Tou- ,
tipCC visit
in
Las Ion, 111., were visitors in Las Vegas
C. J. Wall of Denver arrived
a
short
for
yesterday. They are automobile tourafternoon
Vegas yesterday
ists traveling to California.
business visit.
in
Jacob Gross, of the firm of Gross,
came
last
Helen
Fidel Delgadoof
friends
with
and Company, came in this afvisitor
a
Kelly
will
be
and
night
ternoon
from his home in St. Louis
for the next few days.
Mora came in last ffii" a short business visit here.
M. Rudulph-oMrs. W. I. Black of La Junta left
night and will be a business visitor
here for the next few days.
yesterday afternoon for her home afO. A. Larrazolo left yesterday af- terhaving been the guest of her
ternoon for Santa Fe where he will brother, Dan Rhodes, for the past few
be on business for a short time.
lays.
Mrs. Louis toman of St. Louis, arJohn L. Zimmerman reft yesterday
"evening for Santa Fe, where he will rived in Las Vegas yesterday afterbe on business for the next few days. noon and will be a visitor In Las
Charles Ilfeld left yesterday after- Vegas with relatives for the next few
noon for Albuquerque where he will weeks.
Miss Elizabeth West of Brookfield,
be on business for the next few days.
W. E. Marsh of San Pedro, N. M., Mo., arrived in La3 Vegas yesterday
was a business visitor' here today. He afternoon and will be the guest of her
arrived in the city -- yesterday after- sister, Mrs. Earl Breese, here for the
next few weeks.
noon.
O. G. Grinley of Dennison, Minn.,
Colonel It. E. Twichell, assistant Sopassed through Las Vegas yesterday licitor for the Santa Fe Railway comin an automobile on his way to Cali- pany, returned last night from Albufornia.
querque where he has been on busiMiss Beatrice Martin" of Trinidad ness for the past few days.
arrived In Las Vegas last night to
Judge David J. Leahy, District At
attend the Delgado-Armijwedding torney Charles W. G. Ward and Col
here today.
onel M. M. Padgett left this morning
Mrs. J. M. Hudson of Mexico, Mo., for Santa Rosa on a business
trip.
is in Las Vegas visiting, as the guest They will be gone several days.
of Mr. and Mrs. B. Archibald and
Mrs. Fred Westerman, accompaniMrs. ed
Mr. and
Mrs. .T. A. Talley.
by her son, Walter Burns, left last
Hudson is a Bister of Paul Brown of night for Rochester, Minn., where she
St. Louis, who is well known in this; will be for several months. Mr. .Burns
city.
will return within Hie next few weeks.
H. E. Fell, trainmaster of the second district of the New Mexico divis
ion of the Santa Fe railway, came in
yesterday afternoon from his head-- j
quarters at Raton for a short business
visit.
Mrs. Emma Shillinglaw. mother of
William Shillinglaw of this city, left
this afternoon for her home at Cedar
Falls, la., aner having been the guest
of her son here for the past several

V V LITTLE

--

'

f

weeks.
Mrs. Agnes McKee of Los Angeles,
Cal., came in Saturday evening to
attend the funeral of Mrs. Tina G..
Elston, which will be held i this
city Wednesday afternoon. Mrs. McKee is a niece of Mrs. Elston.
A. P. Tarkington, formerly a. resident of Las Vegas and well known
here, came in yesterday afternoon
from his home in Raton for a short
business visit. Mr. Tarkington. is employed by the Santa Fe Railway company in Raton.
Mrs. Charles Kohn .formerly a resident of this city and instructor of
music in the public uehools, was a visitor in Las Vegas yesterday from her
Mrs.
present home In Albuquerque.
Kohn is now the head of the Baldwin
Piano company at Albuquerque.
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Merrltt, accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Hosbern,
of Pasadena, Cal., passed through Las
Vegas yesterday, afternoon on their
way to New York from Pasadena. Mr.
iMerritt is one of the wealthiest rest

MJlj)

denjs of Pasadena. They were travel
ing in an automobile.
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A SPECIAL
RATE
All railroads In the state will offer

a special rate during next month to
Demlng, N. M., from any part of the

state for those who wish to attend
the state land sale o 18,000 acres in
the shallow water belt. The sale takes
place in Deming on December 18. The
rate offered by the railroads is for
the round trip is one fare and a fifth,
and doubtless many people will avail
themselves' of the opportunity to attend this sale with the low rate in
'
effect.
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ADVERTISED LETTER LIST
Letters remaining uncalled for, for
the week ending November 8, 1913:
Tom G. Brown; Mr. B. F. Carrol,
Mr. Arthur Coeur; Miss Agnes Ellef-soL, B, Henderson; Mr. Jim Harp;
Mrs. John Powell; Jessie Rogers; Mr.
Fidel Torres.
When calling for the above letters
please ask for "Advertised Letters."
F. O. BLOOD, Postmaster.
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Better cookies, cake
and biscuits, too. All
as light, fluffy, tender

and delicious as mother used
to bake. And just as wholesome. For purer Baking Powder than Calumet cannot be had
at any price.

At its recent convention In Philadelphia the Textile Workers of America adopted a resolution demanding a
uniform sealeX of wages for all textile
workers
United
the
throughout
States.

Ask your grocer.
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More than six hundred thousand
rrien are employed hy the railways of
the United Kingdom.

j

FIVE

THE BANK OF GOOD SERVICE
This Bank is equipped to do

Jl legitimate banking and invites
your business

OLD NEW YORK

New York, Nov. 10. Real estate in weer a Fisher, a Fish and a Fishline
New York City comes high, but it among the members of the Jury. One
must be worth the price; if it were of the lawyers could not suppress the
not there would be little demand for remark that the court had everything
it. The values of real estate in the but "bait," but he was Bternly rebusiness section of lower Manhattan buked by the assistant district attorare, the wonder qf the country and ney, who remarked that the "punster-ousmember of the bar ought to "get
the envy of real estate owners in
other cities; but the high prices, are the hook." Then he suggested that
not confined- - to real estate holdings the court proceed to "angle" for the
in lower Manhattan. The other day facts in the case.
the
apartment
building on
Charles Mallery, a resident of Jerthe northeast corner of Fifth avenue
street was purchased sey City, had quite an exciting time
and Eighty-firs- t
by Arthur Curtiss James for about only one day last week. During the
The building was com- night he was aroused from sleep by
$3,500,000.
two
years ago and at that his wife and a few minutes ,later
pleted only
time attracted wide attention because he summoned the doctor. When the
of the luxuriousness of its appoint- doctor arrived he sent Mallery out to
ments and the high prices demanded a nearby sanitarium to get a nurse.
for its magnificent suites. The prices When Mallery arrived at. the instiranged from $12,000 to $25,000 a year. tution he was received by a young
woman to whom he explained his erThe building was designed by
Mead and White and was erect- rand. She went up stairs to call
ed by the Century Holding company. one of the nurses when the electric
Every modern improvement as well lights went out. The girl became
as luxury was provided. Each apart- frightened and yelled "Burglars!"
ment has from six to nine servants' Mallery, believing that some burglar
rooms, and the refrigerating plant is had been found upstairs, rushed to the
so arranged that it cools a private wine upper floor where he was mistaken
room in each apartment. Among the for the burglar and captured. Eventenants are Senator Elihu Root, who tually the police arrived and .notwLh-standin- g
was
his protests Mallery
has a duplex suite of more than 20
With
rooms; Murray Guggenheim, who has taken to tho polce station.
the largest apartment in the building, difficulty he convinced the police 'A
practically two entire floors, for his innocence and was permitted, acwhich he pays more than $25,000 a. companied, by a policeman, to continue
Levi P. Morton, his search for a nurse. When he finyear;
Mrs. Elliot F. Shepard, Robert E. Tod, ally returned to his home he found
Victor
Morawetz, that in the mean time a fine boy had
Henry Gpldman,
M. been born to him.
Alfred
Winthrop,
Henry Rogers
Coats, Lloyd AspinwalU and George
R.

1913.
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PEOPLES BANK

Fearing.

BIG DEALER INTERESTED
Francis E. Lester, the Hirnous dealer
in gems and New Mexico curios, at
Mesilla Park, has written the Mora
Gem company of this city for the priv
ilege of handling the entire output
from their now famous topaz mine In
Mora county, says the Raton Range.
Mr. Lester is probably the largest
dealer in gems by mail in the world,
and certainly the largest in the United
States. His establishment covers
square feet of floor space, and he
advertises under the slogan "400,000
satisfied customers." To have Interested Mr. Lester in the Mora gems to
the extent that he desires the exclu
sive handling of thm is a great boost
for the new company. The stones being mined by the Mora company are
white topaz of the very finest quality
pure, hard and brilliant so closely
resembling diamonds that none can
detect the difference but the most ex
pert lapidaries. There can be no question but that the company has better
than a gold mine, and with the selling
end in the hands of an experienced
and widely known dealer, they should
realize a handsome fortune in the
near future. .

RANCH lUfl-U- P

REfiEERS CHOSEN FOE,

A novel method of saving taxes, as
well as the expense of maintaining a
SUNDAY SCHOOL LEAGUE
building which no longer pays for opdevised
been
by
erating expenses, has
the Standard Oil company which is an
MEETINGS HELD SATURDAY AND
expert in money saving as well as
YESTERDAY WERE INTERESTImethods.
The coin- in money-makinNG AND PROFITABLE
pany has decided to tear down the
50
No.
at
Tower Building
Broadway,
At a meeting of the San Miguel
'.The name Tower building is today
County
Sunday School Institute yes- 24
Ja, misnomer,
but when erected

TliF

HEAL

WAS

"POPE"

THE SENA-GOKSPRINGS

SHOW AT PARK
WAS ENJOYED BY
THE VISITORS,
E

g

years ago, it was the tallest building
in lower New York, and it was the
first structure ever put up of the
skeleton steel type. Several years
ago a tablet commemorating this fact
was placed in the corridor of the

'

building.
In addition to the Tower building,
which runs through the block to New
street, the two smaller buildings adjoining, also owned by the Standard
Oil company, will be torn down. There
are ' no tenants in the latter- build-

ings and the few tenants in the Tower building have been notiifed to vacate their quarters by December 1.
The demolition will begin soon after
that date. The Standard Oil company does not Intend to build on the
plots, but will place them in the market. The height of the Tower building, which was the first sky scraper
in Manhattan, was 129 feet, a rather
insignificant height, compared witb
the 750 feet of' the Woolworth build- . ...
J A
ing wnicn now noms tne recora lur
height.

...

d

forty-sevent- h

One of the biggest and most enjoyable outdoor affairs ever given In
northern New Mexico took place Sat-

ranch at Park
urday at the Sena-Gokterady afternoon at the First Baptist Springs when Mr. Sena' acted as host
church, the following officers were to all the surrounding ranchers and
elected to serve for the coming year: numerous Las
Vegas people. The day
.President, Rev. j. L. imhof; vice was one continual round of excitepresident, Henry Schmidt; secretary, ment and pleasure.
L. W- - Lively; treasurer, William Shil
During the morning and afternoon
linglaw.
bronco busting and other
races,
Four superintendents also were sports enjoyed by the real westerners
elected.
For the elementary grades, were in "order and proved enjoyable.
Mrs. N. B. Green; for the organized In the
evening a big dance took place
adult Bible classes, Professor B. J. and lasted from 7 o'clock Saturday
Reed; for the teachers' training, W. evening until 6 o'crock Sunday mornG. Ogle, and for temperance work, ing.
E. L, Showalter.
Romaine Fielding of the Lubin comLast night at the Baptist church W. pany took several scenes at this big
C. Merritt, secretary of the Interna affair and likely 'will use them in
tional Sunday schools, addressed a some picture that will b staged follarge audience and delivered a talk on lowing the completion of the big five-rethe work which he represents. He imfeature on which he is now workpressed his audience 'with the value ing.
of organization in
People from all the nearby ranches
unday school
work, especially among the men's and cities attended and proclaimed
and boys' classes. His talk was in- Mr. Sena a capable host.
teresting. It is hoped to make tile
San Miguel county Sunday schools
te
stronger in every way this year than
during the past 12 months.

Regulate the bowels when they fail
to move properly. HERBINE is an
admirable bowel regulator. It helps
and
anniversary the oth the liver and stomach and restores a
feeling of strength and buoyoncy.
er day and in honor of the event the nne
Price 50. Sold by Central Drug Co.
was visited by large
old church
Adv.
crowds of businessmen and others
from the financial district on the
edge of which the old structure is lo- COMMERCIAL
CULB
cated. When the church was built it
was on the outskirts of the residence
district, and surrounded by farms and
DIRECTORS MEET
country estates. Today it occupies a
of
the
forlorn position in the heart
business section and close to the financial section of Manhattan.
Many AT SESSION TONIGHT QUESTION
OF QUARTERS WILL BE
in
the
oldest
families
the
of
city still
SETTLED
maintain their membership in the
atcongregation, although they rarely
There will be a meeting of the
tend services there.
,i
toard of directors or the Commercial
club tonight at the club rooms. All
Allen P. Squires, postmaster at Good
members of this body are requested
Ground, L. I., believed to be the oldto
be present as business of Importest postmaster in the state of New
ance to the future of the club will be
to
in
his
the
sent
York,
resignation
taken up. This meeting will take the
postoffice authorities in Washington,
of the regular monthly meeting,
old
the
other
age place
D. C,
day, giving
which was to have been held tomoras the reason for his request. Mr. row
night.
Squires was appointed postmaster at
Matters in reference to the present
Good Ground on September 25, 1856,
club quarters will be discussed and
and served continuously except for final
arrangements will be made.
ee years during President CleveThere has been considerable discus
land's second term. Ht Is 85 years sion
among the members of the club
old and admits that he is no longer and the
board of directors concerning
as active as, in his opinion, a postrelinquishing the present quarters,
master ought to be.
but in all probability the rooms will
be retained. They will be placed on
It caused considerable amusement a self
supporting basis to a certain
among the lawyers and attendants in degree.
This matter, together with
the county court in Brooklyn the oth- numerous routine matters, will be
er day, when the roll of the jurors in discusted, and each member of the
a case before Judge Tallmadge was board is urgently requested to he
read and disclosed the fact that there present by President W. P. Southard.
The John Street Methodist Episco
pal church cleberated its

TRUST CO.

. . OFFICJSKS . . .
i
John W. Harris, President
,
Geo. H. Hunker, tfice President
Cieofes Romero, Vice President
Cecilio Rosenwald, Secretary
Ivo W. Lively, Assistant Secretary
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VARSITY'S

CLOSE CALL

Albuquerque, N. M., Nov. 10. Me- naul sadly misused the University of
CALENDAR OF SPORTS FOR
New Mexico Saturday afternoon
THE COMING WEEK
at
the Association park field, and this
fact probably deprived the Cherry-and-Gr- ay
rooters of a measure of elaMonday
tion over their 2S to 0 victory over
Annual field trials of Independent
the Presbyterians.
The
University Field Trial club begin at Hutsonville,
III.
had to use all its play
The score was a surprise to the UniJohnny Kilbane vs. Eddie O'Keefe,
versity. It expected to amass a 60 6 rounds, at Philadelphia.
to 0 result. That wasn't the UniverFreddie Welsh vs. Eddie Murphy,
sity's only surprise, however. "Coach 10 rounds, at Kenosha, Wis.
Hutchinson's warriors were not long
Mike Gibbons vs. Marty Rowan, 10
in ascertaining that they
could not rounds, at Brooklyn, N. Y.
gain an inch on the Presbyterians on
Jimmy Duffy vs. Charley White, 10
straight football. All of the Univer- rounds, at Milwaukee.
Freddie Hicks vs. Tom Connors, 6
sity's consequential gains were made
with kicks and forward passes.
rounds, at Pittston, Pa.
Apropos kicking, the University
Tuesday
Annual meeting of National Assoshowed it has three luminaries in this
phase of the game. La Praik and ciation of Professional Baseball clubs,
Hesselden, who relieved him at quar- Columbus, O.
terback after he had been kicked in
Matty Baldwin vs. Johnny Griffiths,
the head, averaged 40 yards on punts. 10 rounds, at Akron, O.
Hesselden also kicked a field goal in
Wednesday
the first quarter. Calkins also shone.
track and field team
He kicked goals after every touch- sails ffom San Francisco for Austras
down with only a single miss.
lia,
The University
executed several
Thursday
Annual meeting of American Pow
pretty passes. Next to punting this
pfay was is surest ground gainer. It erboat association, New York City.
Pacifies Coast amateur boxing chammade two touchdowns on long passes.
The center of the University's line pionships, at Portland, Ore.
Saturday
appeared to be weak. At least, the
Opening of annual show of NationPresbyterians had little difficulty in
slipping through and in breaking up al Horse Show association, New York
several plays. Owing to this weak City.
ness the University was unable to
Meeting of Federal League of
Baseball clubs, at Chicago.
pull a single fake play on Menaul.
Pease and Russell were referee and
Intercollegiate shooting ichampion-shipat New Haven, Conn.
umpire, respectively.,
New England intercollegiate crosscountry championships, at Hanover,
N. II.
BASKETBALL
Bud Anderson vs. FrankJe ' B: cm,
20' rounds, at Vernon, Cal.

'
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TEA!

EXPECTS

A

CROVD
SATURDAY'S
FOOTBALL
3; Princeton, 0.
Yale, 17; Brown, 0.
Purdue, 60; Rose Polytechnic, o.
Chicago, 11; Northwestern, 0.
Denver University, 2C; Wyoming, 0.
Michigan, 17; Cornell, 0.
Colorado, 30; Utah, 12.
Stanford, 13; California, S.
Carlisle, 61; Johns Hopkins, 0.
Michigan Aggies,
13;
Mouat
Union, 7.
Wisconsin, 12; Ohio, 0.
West Point, 77; Albright, 0.
' Missouri, 10;
Drake, 0.
Dartmouth, 34; Pennsylvania, 21.
Colorado Mines, 17; Colorado Col
lege, 13.
Santa Clara, 12; Nevada, 2.
Iowa, 60; Indiana, 0.

Harvard,

CITY B6NCH HOPES TO ENTER
TAIN HUNDREDS AT GAME
AND DAiMCE

The advance ticket sale for the big
basketball game and dance to be given
Friday night at the armory under the
auspices of the city basketball team
has been large, and indications are
that the affair will be largely attended.
The tickets are now on sale at
a number of business nouses, and
members of the team are selling the
cards w'ith much success.
This affair will start at 8 o'clock.
The basketball game will be first and
dancing will start at 9 o'clock and con
tinue as long as the dancers wish to
remain. Although the dance part of
Lehigh, GO; Swarthmore, 0.
the program is not the main feature
Amherst, 38; Worcester, 0.
of the evening, yet it probably will be
Bates, 6; Colby, 8.
DECLARED INNOCENT a big affair
as far as pleasure is conBeloit, 47; Ripon, 0.
cerned. There will be no restrictions
DePauw, 13; Butler, 0.
on the dancers with, the exception
MAN ACCUSED OF RITUAL MURWabash, 14; Earlham, 6.
that no rowdyism will be permitted.
Vanderbilt, 7; Tennessee, 6.
DER IS! ACQUITTED BY
Rags will be allowed in the usu,al
South Carolina, 13; Florida, 0.
THE JURY
form, but not In the extreme.
Georgia Tech, 0; Auburn, 20.
Mrs. Simison and John Cook 'will
Central of Kentucky, 8; ChattanooKiev, Russia, Nov. 10. Mendel
furnish music for this occasion and
Belliss was acquitted by the jury
ga, 27.
will have an unusually good folio of
Louisiana State University, 12; Unidance music to spring on the dancers
versity of Arkansas, 7.
The trial of Mendel Beiliss, a RusRolla, 19; .Washington, 3.
Robert Hesketh, well known as the
sian of the Hebrew faith, for tlie alCase, 20; Ohio Wesleyan, a
leged murder for purposes of "blood first vice president of the internation
Oberlin, 13, Western Reserve, 6.
ritual" of Andrew Yushlnsky, a Chris al union of bartenders, cooks, wait
Kansas, 14; Washburn, 0.
ers and hotel and restaurant emuployes
tian lad, began on October 8.
William Jewell, 13; Westminster, 0.
The case caused an, immense sensa- has been elected mayor of the city
Nebraska, 40; Nebraska Wesleytion which stirred the whole of Rus- of Seattle.
an, 7.
sia. The mutilated body of Tushinsky
Iowa, 69; Indiana, 0.
was discovered on March 25, 1911, in
Fifteen thousand members of the
Kentucky State, 32; Wilmington;' 0.
a cave cn a suburban holding outside United Mine Workers of America In
Oregon Aggies, 30; University of
Kiev. The hands were bound behind the eastern Ohio district have voted
Oregon, 10.
the back and there were 47 wounds to continue the assessment of one
Washington State College, 13; Whit,
on the body.
dollar a month per member to aid man College, 0.
Beiliss was arrested shortly after- the
St. Thomas, 2o; McAlester, 7.
striking miners of Colorado.
ward and charged with murder, and
Milliken University, 7; Illinois Col
was kept In close confinement till the
lege, 0.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
trial. During the hearing many mediAlabama, 7; Sewanee, 10.
cal experts testified, their opinions
Navy, 70; Bucknell, 7.
furnished
a
$3,000.00
for
reasons
buys
the
to
nicely
the
varying as
house'
in good location; good
crime.
Other witnesses threw susbarn and chicken houses. Cheaper
picion on a woman, Vera Tcheberink,
RITCHIE IS READY
unfurnished. Call at 1026 Fifth
New York, Nov. 10. Willie EHcWn,
alleged to be the harborer of a hand
street.-.of criminals.
the lightweight champion, d Lc
Extensive precautions were taken
Cross of this city wi,l m t for a 1
by the authorities to prevent threat- WANTED Position by young man as round bout here to' i
The r' ,
stenographer or bookkeeper. Ad- ponement of the conten
ened outrages by members of a so-fTa
173.
dress
box
as
postoffice
Russians known
29 because Cross
ciety of
n " i' r r
the "Black Hwndred," the vicinity of
jury to a muscla
si . t ;
the court being surrounded by hun FOR RENT Single furnished room, furnished
losers ti'ia- ,
I
furnace heated. 915 Sixth, street.
dreds of troops during the latter days
to get inu coEdiUc".
1
i
r
of the trial.
never bc.ed !,i New York
FOR SALE Pure apple cider and
possession cf tl) f! t' '51,
Wanted Good, clean rags. 5 cents
good apples. Prices right, phone him 'a strong fare.
,
Olive 5G21, or call S30 TUden.
per pound. Optic Office.
man.
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NECESSITY FOR CAUTION
CHOCOLATE PLANT IS NATIVE

HER PREMONITION

OF DEATH

Mas Been Cultivated In Many Countries, But It Undoubted! Originated in America.

Circumstanced That Led Prominent
Woman to Live Ever In Fear of
Impending Disaster.

The clux'Olate plant is a native of
America. When first Introduced Into
Kiirof e chocolate was used only as a
luxury, but It speedily advanced in
popular esteem. It is now cultivated
In countries far from its original home.
The chocolate plant, as well as tea
and coffee, has been cultivated from
time immemorial. Chocolate aa a beverage rapidly made its way in Europe,
Ijeginniug in Spain, whither it was first
brought.
The seeds of the chocolate plant are
in pods. In preparing the seeds for
market there has been but little
change since early times. First the
seeds are allowed to ferment, and thus
they lose the slight bitterness which
they possess when fresh. Then they
sre carefully dried, and in this condition they stand transparent In manufacturing the seeds or beans are roasted, by which process the shell of the
seed becomes detachable from the kernel, which Is the part used. Next the
roasted kernels are ground.
In early times the Mexicans used the
flat stones on which their maize was
ground for the grinding of the roasted
seeds of chocolate. Chocolate consists
of the roasted, shelled and ground
seeds. Sweet chocolate is the Bame
with the addition of sugar and flavor-iextracts. Cocoa consists of the
roasted and ground seed from which
iho oil has been removed. Experiments
have shown that if the Beeds are rightly treated from the first to the last
sr'taze of manufacture no obiectica .sn
iSi.3
urged against the beverage pro
duced from them. It is of importance
that these sed.i should be grown and
selected with the greatest care and
should, after reaching the factory, receive the most careful and skillful
treatment. Harper's Weekly.

A most touching account of the
premonition of coming trouble which
she experienced before the tragic
drowning of her children at Paris, was
given by Isadora Duncan, the dancer,
whose poetic Interpretations charmed
the people of two continents.
Two months before the unhappy, accident, the bereaved woman was continuously haunted with visions of
death. Consulting her physician, she
was assured that she was "suffering
from nerves." When playing In Russia shortly afterward, so strong was
her conviction, one night, that her
own death was Imminent, that she left
a letter containing her "last words"
on her dressing table, before going
onto the stage. Again one night on
the train she seemed to hear Chopin's
Funeral March all night long. At the
same time she seemed to see a vlBlon
which produced so vivid an impression
that on the stage next evening, entirely without rehearsal, she reproduced it in motion, reducing her audience to tears. "All through my performance," Miss Duncan says: "I felt
as though I were marching to my
grave through an Icy wind, and afterward with a melody of resurreotlon, a
sort of ecstacy that waa not earthly."
The very day of the terrible accident, the mother had packed her little
ones, who had accompanied her with
their nurse to Paris, for a little outing,
w here their, lodgings were, as she was
to remain In Paris for the rest of the
she play
day; and In saying good-by- e
fully kissed the lips of one of her
children through the glass. Contact
with the cold pane struck a chill to
the mother's heart and a strange foreboding overcame her as the motor
whizzed out of sight, A few minutes
later the children were hurled from
the overturned car Into the Seine.

n
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UNIFORM

ROAD

ft

Reduced

i

DEATH'S

Canada will be represented with the
In an endeavor to obT'nitfcd
tain uniform laws pertaining to road
1'uilding, if the proposition meets the
approval of Premier Borden, according
(o an announcement made at the
American Road congress by A. W.
Campbell, deputy minister of railway
and canals for the Canadian government. Mr. Campbell said that he
would use his influence in urging the
premier to consent to the appointment
of a committee to confer with a committee representing the American
Highway association and the American
Bar association to evolve a plan foi
uniform road laws.
"I realize that in Canada, as well as
throughout the United States, we have
40 varieties of road laws for every
province," said Mr. Campbell. "This
tends to retard real road work, and I
heartily indorse any plan that would
bring about practcialiy the same laws
for both the United States and Canada
relative to good roads."
St.-ite- s

"London to Have New Lord Mayor.
Though he does not assume office
till November 9, the election of the
Jord mayor of London, England, the
successor of the fabled Dick Whitting
ton, and other historic magistrates
takes place this month. Already it is
.announced that the choice of the liv
erymen, the members of the city companies, who elect the lord mayor, has
fallen upon Sir Thomas Vansittart
Bowater, who ia the head of a large
Qrm of paper merchants. Sir Vansittart, as he is popularly called, has
been a common councilman since 1S99
He was high sheriff of London In
1905-6- ,
when he assisted the lord may
or of the day, Sir Walter Vaughan-Morgan,- :
to entertain the late King
(George of Greece at the Guildhall, and
to welcome King George and Queen
Mary, at that time prince and princess
of Wales, on their return home from
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ADVER-

Five cents per line each
Estimate six ordinary words
No ad to occupy less space
All
lines
advertisements

Insertion.
to a line.
than two
charged
will be booked at space actually- set
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.

Attend this convention and
enjoy a splendid program. Addresses by Hon. P. P. Claxton,
United States Commissioner of
Education, and other noted edu
cators.

FARK
FROM HERE

$6.40

JO

'
"Mostly wimmen alius asks me
if I'm looking fer work "
"Wot of it?"
"An' yet dey Fez wimmen ain't got
no sense of humor!"

.1

low
TO Las"'"'"
Voaran.

NUMBEK. MAI

fe

T AS k Iiv

1

N. M.

'
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WANTED Plain cook and housekeeper for country. Wage $25.00 month,
Declare War on Colds
Address L. C. Optic offico.
A crusade of education which alms
"that common colds may become
within the next generation"
has been begun by prominent New
Yni-nhvsiciana.
Here is a list of the
"don'ts" which the doctors say will
prevent the annual visitation oi me NICE quilts for sale. 61S Main.
cold:
"Don't sit In a draughty car."
"Don't sleep in hot rooms."
"Don't avoid the fresh air."

For

?lar conclaTe
r. 4 Tu- ln each month at Ma-onlo Temple at 7:3t . m. G H.
Kiakel, B. C; Chas. Tamnie. K
No.
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No.
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fi:35 p
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1:45 p. ta
0:15 a. a.
4:30 p. m
7:00 p. a
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:10 a. in.
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P. O. ELKS

Meets

second

and

fourth Tuesday evening of each
f- amonth Elks' home on Ninth street and
$
avonue.
Douglas
Visiting brothers
are cordially Invited. Gov. Ym. J,
This
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon. 3
Secretary.

i

KNIGHTS

elegant Rogers! I
Silver Spoon

j -i- f you usc

AND LADIES OF SECUR

EMPRESS

I

FLOUR

,

It s giving you
a present for do- ing something
you d do uny
way when you
learn how Much

tii

BeiYerEMPRESS
i

FLOUR rtalb
I

rn.tr

is.

Jr--

m

bv UfcK- -

Made

MAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

SILVER
FRENCH- GREY (STERLING) FINISH

EMPRESS
can be ob
tained in this city from

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES
.20c
25c
30c
40c
50c

''.
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AGUA PUR

CARRIAGE

AUTOMOBILE,

Tonight

Tonight if you feel dull and stupid,
or bilious and constipated, take a
dose of Chamberlain's Tablets and
you will feel all right tomorrow. For
sale by all dealers. Adv.

AND

sign:painting
HERMAN
AVE.

N. O.

100

per
per
per
per
per

lbs.

100 lbs.
100 lb.
16
109

lbs.

Ik.

COMPANY

Harvesters, Btorera, and Distributors or Natural Ice, tts Purity EH
Lasting Qualities ot Whieh Have Made Las Vega Jamon.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

429 GRAND

Subscribe for The Optic.

1

t

114

Depan

o p. en .
.11:05 p. m.
:

.

No. 4
No
I.
No. 10.

"Don't stuff yourself at meal time.
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
FOR RENT Desirable front room in
W. O. W. hall. Sixth street, on the
Overeating reduces your resistance."
modern home. 1112 Douglas avenue.
To which we would add wnen you
first and third Mondays of each
take a cold to get rid of it as quickly
Phone Purple 5501.
month at 8 p.m. Visiting Knights and
To accomplish that you
as possible.
will find Chamberlain's Cough RemLadies always welcome. O. L. Flers-manFOR RENT Well furnished house
edy most excellent. Sold by all dealPresident; A. D. Tillman, Finan
good location, cheap if taken at
ers. Adv.
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
once. Phone Main 407.
908 Jackson avenue; Z.'W. Montague,
LOUISIANA TO RAISE FUNDS
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
Baton Rogue, La., Nov. 10! In or- FOR RENT Rooms over York's
East Las Vegas, N. M.
der to make possible the borrowing
constituLouisiana
the
of $11,000,000
tional convention convened here this FOR RENT Cottage
in desirable L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second an.
fourth
amendment
Thursday evening eacl
The proposed
morning.
neighborhood, newly painted, pa
at
month
to the constitution, which will permit
electric
ft. O. W. hall. Visltin
rate.
Low
pered,
lights.
brothers cordially Invited. Howard n
Phone Purple 5301.
the state to issue short time notes
Davis, Dictator; P. A. Liin SeereUrj
which are to be placed at the best
interest rate available so that the FOR RENT -- To lady or gentleman i. E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO. 54
I. O. of B. B.
Meets every first Tuesemployed,
comfortable, furnished
maturing issue of state bonds can be
no
is
health
1,
room;
seekers.
Phone
expected
of
care
taken
day of the month in the vestry room;
January
of Temple Moniefiore at 8 o'clock i
Purple 5301.
to meet with little opposition in the
m. Visiting brothers are cordially ii
convention. The present constitution
vited. Isaac Appel, President; CharH-- ,
does not permit of the issuing of anyOKNT1ST8
bond issue.
Greenclay, Secretary.
thing less than a
It is also specified that no interest
DK. F. B. HUXMANN
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIC
in excess of four per cent is to be
Dentist
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
lot When you paid. Under these restrictions it was
Dental work of any description i
to secure funds,
Love at Woodmen of th3 World ball
get something found impossible
moderate prices
owing to the high prevailing rates.
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main IS' on the 6econd and fourth Mondays
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
State of Ohio, city of Toledo,
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. V
AWAY
ss.
Lucas County,
Local Deputy.
Vlsitim
Montague,
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that Professional Health Culture for Ladies members are
welcooe a"'
especially
of
firm
of
the
senior
he is
partner
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
cordially Invited.
F. J Cheney & Co., doing business
General
and
Massage, Hair and Scalp
in the City of Toledo, County
Treatment, Facial Massage, ManiState aforesaid, and that said firm
OF COLUMBUS, COUNKNIGHTS
will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
cure, Chiropody.
804. Meets
NO.
CIL
second and
case
DOLLARS for each and every
Hotel Romalne
f;urth Thursday In O. R. C. hall.
of catarrh that cannot be cured by the
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
Pioneer building. Visiting members
use of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
CHENEY.
J.
FRANK
are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
Sworn to before me and subscribA tight feeling In the chest accom- G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
ed In my presence, this 6th day of
panied
by a short, dry cough, IndiDecember, A. D. 1886.
cates an inflamed condition in the
GLEASON,
W.
A.
(Seal)
To relieve it buy the dollar
lungs.
Notary Public.
size BALLARD'S HOREHOUND SYR
Intertaken
is
Cure
Catarrh
Hall's
2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
the UP: you get with each bottle a free
nally and acts directly npon
HERRICK'S RED PEPPER POROUS
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
the
of
syssurfaces
mucous
and
blood
PLASTER for the chest. The syrup
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
tem. Send for testimonials, free.
relaxes the tightness and the plaster
F J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
50 lbs, to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
draws out the inflamatlon. It is an
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Less than 50 lbs. Each Dili very
for
Ideal
combination
for
Pills
colds
curing
Take Hall's Family
Adv.
settled in the lungs. Sold by CenA.
tral Drug Co. Adv.

ANT'Ads
Are Best

CHICHESTER'S PILLS

FURNITURE AflD
HOUSEHOLD GOODS
BOUGHT

f

m

Bcund

Arrive

Meets every Monday evening a;
ATTOHNEYao
their hall on Sixth street. All victim
HUNKER & HUNKER
brethren cordially Invited to attend
P. D. Fries, N. G.; Gus Lehman, V. G
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunker
T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl Wert
Attorn
New Meri
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemeier.i Las Vegas.
Trustee.
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We hear daily of men and women
who are "working
themselves to
death." But work is as surely the
A DISTINCTION
friend of man as worry is his deadcare
and
foe.
Unless carklng
liest
sickening foreboding are blent with
labor, work never kills. Yet worry
slays its tens and hundreds of thousands every year.
The person who wishes to live long
and beneficently should cultivate the
desire to see others as comfortable
as he wishes to be himself. He must
not regret that others are better off
In what makes living pleasant
Here is a fact that some
philanthropists never learn: there
lives not the human creature who is
wholly uninteresting. Be on the alert
to espy something in those whom you
meet that will commend them to your
regard. Listlessneas and the capacity
for being bored bring more old people
to the grave than disease or actual
sorrow. If you have no other "Job" in
life, make one by forcing yourself to
be interested in the welfare of your
Dinks 1 don't see the difference beassociates. Youth's Companion.
tween playing bridge for prizes and

Winks There's a
Midnight Inspirations.
Many eminent men have done some play for money you
of their most famous work in bed. In worth having.
deed, no small part of the world's lit
erary treasures have been produced
GAVE HER
between the sheets by physically indolent although mentally active men
of genius.
Longfellow's "Wreck of the Hes
perus" came to him as he was sitting
by his fireside on the night after s
violent storm. He went to bed, bul
could not sleep; the Hesperus would
net be denied, and as he lay the verset
flowed on without let or hindranct
until the poem was completed.
Wordsworth used to go to bed aft
er his morning walk, and, while break
fasting there, dictate the lines he had
composed while walking.
India. Sir Vansittart, during his yeai
One at least of Rossini's operas
of office, made civic visits to Milan was composed in bed. Manchestei
and Rome, when he was honored with Evening News.
;an audience by the king of Italy.
Real, Gratitude.
Profitable Bunko Scheme.
When Blaine was a young lawyei
Among the extraordinary frauds and casjoe were few, he was asked tc
which have been perpetrated was one defend a poverty-stricketramp ao
pat Into operation by a company of cused of stealing a watch. He plead
schemers who told a confiding public ed with all the ardor at his command,
that many fortunes were to be made drawing so pathetic a picture with
Mr., Borem Wright I'm sorry Miss
Tell her I called,
by importing into England compressed such convincing energy that at the Rutting Isn't in.
dried grapes from Spain, Italy and close of his argument the court was ic frill you?
julsewhere, then saturating them with tears and even the tramp wept, Tht
The Maid (absently) 1 did, sir.
igood English water, and making wine Jury deliberated a few minutes and re
from them. It was stated in the prosturned the verdict "not guilty." Thet
pectus that dried grapes could be Im- the tramp drew himself up, tears
ART'S DISCOURAGEMENTS
ported at a much cheaper rate than streaming down his face as he looked
wine, 'and that it was possible to pro- at the future "plumed knight" and
" 'iff' 'Z?"rfZ'''
duce an equal quantity of wine of said: "Sir, I have never heard so grand
equal quality to that made abroad. a plea. I have not cried before since I
4
f
Thousands of pounds were subscribed was a child. I have no money with
'
1
by the British public, who firmly bewhich to reward you, but (drawing s
lieved in the idea until the scheme
of
his
the
ragged
depths
package from
clothes), here's the watch; take It and
welcome."
-Pittsburgh Chronicle Tele
sk v.
rr, Afrr.
Middle Verae of Eible.
graph.
The middle verse of the Bible is
ha eighth verse, of the 118th Psalm.
Underground New York.
The twenty-firs- t
verse of the seventh
New York's underground population
of Ezra contains all the letters of the alphabet except the letter is sufficient to make a city of considj. The longnst verse is the ninth verse erable proportions, for according tc
of the eighth chapter of Esther. Tha the best obtainable statistics about
shortest verse ia the ninth verse of 20,000 persons in New Tork City spend
'I , S! I
71 ill:
- J
a mini mi mLUUMih
I
'7,7il ill'- '
their entire working hours beneath
M
he eleventh chapter of Et. John.
the surface of the earth. These fig
ures include employes on syatems ol
In the Wrong Shop.
kSi
V-- JAn old gentleman walked up to the subways now in operation, and the
crew
wonderfu?
large
that
driving
pretty girl attendant at the counting anueduct
uy uo so many theaters close U
throughout the Island oi
roora of a daily newspaper office aud
he summer time?"
Manhattan
Into
Island
over
an1
Long
like
would
I
to
ftM: "Kiss,
get copU.s
fcstcaii.-ii;,to sarry the waters that are being
answered the burlesque
'f your paper for a week back."
Catsinsnss-rdc
"people can't be expected tc
brought
from
the
by Ripboa
'V'.u had bettor pet a porous plus'Km mountains.
Thousands are alsc
je much im rest In 'comic costnmet
ssim HliMtiaei.t'diy replied. "You
si.aslde bathing display.'
siring
at
work.
employed
other
the
act'OaS
street."
,
u.
..
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Tickets on sale November 21
Return limit
to 25 inclusive.
2.
December
1

)

M--

J

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATEFNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
A. M. Regular com- 102 Meets every Monday
night at
.
munication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
third Thursday in S o'clock. Visiting members are
8aoh montn- - TUitin
welcome. J. C. Wertz, Presibrotnern cordially
dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; O. H.
Wm. P. Mills, Bally, Treasurer.
8 .Van Petten, Secretary.

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO.
3, ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular con-yr- !
vocation first Monday In
6aCh nlontl1 at Masonic
Temp,e at 7:30 P- m- - H.
B. Hubbard, H..
P.; F. O.
1
Blood, Secretary.

PROOF TO THE CONTRARY
ROUND TRIP

Wl

TISEMENTS

FARE.
FOR THE ROUND TRIP

ONE AND

Fair Politician Why Is it that
your man will make no promises?
Just look at the promises our candidate has made.
Hardened Sinner Weil, you see,
our man expects to be elected.

CAFF

AND

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

ii Hi

AGENT

Worry, Never Hard Work, Responsible
for the Decimation of the Hu- man Races.

5he OPTIC

LOBBY RESTAURANT

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE
WAYS HANDLED

Rate
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SLAVERY OF COLONIAL

Fcr a Shopping Tour and a Promenade

ASQUITITSOLD HOME

DAYS

More Than Half a Million White
Were Held in Bondage During '
That Period.

Humble Birthplace of the Power- Could we draw the curtain which
'
conceals the Jife of prehistoric people,
ful British Premier.
we should see that the servant problem is as old as tbe human race. InMorley In Yorkshire, England, Now an deed, if it were possible for extremes
to meet,
and denizens of
Important Manufacturing and Mintwentieth century
would
'
Town
of
Croft
30,000
ing
doubtless converse sympathetically on
House Located There.
this never-endinproblem. Its existence is due to the universal desire of
Lesion. In a small
man to use the strength of others for
house, In a little town of 5,000 Inhab- his own profit and pleasure an unitants, was born in September, 1802, changeable trait of human nature.
the man, who now leads the governDuring the colonial period of our
ment controlling the biggest and rich- history, service was performed in the
est empire this world has ever known. main by two classes--th- e
negro slave
Today the little place, Morley in and the indentured white servant,
Yorkshire, England, ha3 grown to be writes Prof. Marcus W. Jernegan in
an important manufacturing and min- Harper's Magaiine. The white servwas more Important
ing town of 30,000, inhabitants. The ant, a serai-slavIn the seventh century than even the
birthplace of Rt. Rev. Hon. Mr.
Croft House, is still in a good negro slave, in respect to both numstate of preservation, standing now bers and economic significance. Peras it has for nearly a century ai haps the most pressing of the early
least in its own grounds. UnaBsum needs of the colonists was for a cerIng, and hot at all pretentious, noi tain and adequate supply of labor. It
remarkable for anything, but real was the white servants who supplied
this demand and made possible a raphomeliness and comfort, the
forms a by no means unfitting mon'i id economic development, particularly
ment to the man born in it, who U;.:. of the middle and southern colonies.
In 1683 there were 12,000 of these
arrived at great position.
s
in Virginia, composing
Yorkshiremen are not given to be
of the population,
about
iittling the success of their fellows while
s
of the imminearly
of indeed to making little of any
to Pennsylvania during the
Vati'.g that misht add to the glory cr grants
eighteenth century were white serv
u:o county. In order that the
ants. Every other colony made great
might not forget that it owed Mr. As er or less
use of them, and it is likely
:r.ith to Yorkshire he left there a
more than half a million persons
revrn years of age and to reminc that
were of this class during the colonial
."fr Asquith that his county was prone
period.
cf him, a great celebration in liii
honor was held there recently.
On this occasion the prime minis WASTING TIME OVER DETAILS
was niado one of the four free
i;:cii of the borough, an honor which Writer Points Out Mistake Made by
Many Men Who Occupy Executive
,
'deeply appreciated.
Mr. Asqulth has never forgotten
Positions,
Cu'i little town in the West
Riding
Many a man in a high executive poOnce, when he was referring in a
t ;;och to the peace rejoicing
thai sition impairs his efficiency by trying
to do work that a low priced subordinate could accomplish just as well.
"Some managers are proud of calling
themselves masters of details when
really the "details have nearly mastered them," says a writer in System.
"I remember the treasurer of a bank
note company, who was forever undertaking to show his clerks how much
better he could do their work than
they could. One day the president of
the concern took him by the shoulders,
backed him into his private office,
rolled an armchair to the window, and
said solemnly: 'Your business here in
office hours is to sit in that chair and
think. That is what you are paid for
cave-dweller- s
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semi-slave-

each in the moderate
TWO hats,
which this season demands of

with round top.
The upper and under brim and the
top crown' are covered with velvet put
on plain. A puff of velvet shirred on
a fine wire covers the side crown. The
brim is edged with a puff of velvet,
also, which forms a double ruffle and
makes a soft frame for the face.
At the back two ostrich plumes in
the natural colors are mounted back
to back.
They are shaded from
white, with brown markings to
brown, with a little admixture of white
at the tips. A sash of wide moire
ribbon in black is laid about the
crown and tied in a bow at the front.
These two bats are among those
which may be attempted at home
with fair chances of success. There
are somethings which the home milliner may do, and others that she is
more than likely to fail in if she un-

stylish millinery, are contrasted here.
One of them belongs to the class
known as "tailored" millinery, while
the other belongs to a class designated as "trimmed hats." This distinction means that one of them is
meant for the street and utility wear,
while the other may be worn on the
street, but answers the purpose of a
dress bat as well.
The hat of white velour faced and
'bound with black velvet could hardly
be more simple than it is.
The
narrowest of velvet bands encircles
the crown, finished with a little flat
bow in front, two broad, short wings,
soft and easily adjusted, are placed at
the back, and form the sole trimming.

The shape is plain, but not at all
tiff. The crown is rather soft. The
brim droops a little at each side, and
lifts at the front, reminding one of a
poke shape. It is the flexibility of the
brim and the suggestion of softness in
the crown which makes this shape so
elegant.
A hat of velvet with the brim narrow at the front and widening toward
the back until it become a wide brim,
Is among the largest and most becoming of hats for youthful faces. The
shape has a modorately large crown,

dertakes them. Nearly all hats this
season require the knowledge and facility of the professional milliner to
make them successfully.
But shapes
ready to trim, and bought with a facing provided, or buckram shapes that
may be easily covered, like that on
which this velvet hat is made, are not
too difficult for the good needle woman who is ambitious enough to attempt them. Her milliner, too, will advise her.
JULIA BOTTOMLEY."
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Church Decoration for October Wedding
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Asquith't Birthplace at Morley.
followed the close of the Crimear
war, he indulged in an interesting
reminiscence.
"I remember well," he said, "carrying a email flag bearing a pacific
inscription amongst the Sunday school
children of the town."
This shows that Mr. Asquith't
memory of Morley must be verj
ttnucious, for he could have beei
only four years, or less, at .the time.
Ha was then a member of the Sunday school of Rehoboth Congregational chapel, now St. Mary's Congregational church, once a Roman Cath-
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who chooses to be wed in

has the best chance of a
bright and wonderful day and is sure
of an Indian summer honeymoon of
glorious weather. June brought Its
troop of lovely brides this year, but
those of October w ill outnumber them
according to the gossip of those who
report the doings of the bocial world.
Before this the bride and her maids
and all her feminine "kinery" are
ready with their gala day attire. But
It has become a pretty custom to
leave the decoration of the church to
the young friends or old of the
bride, and October offers a splendid
chance for the effective decoration of
church or home with the familiar and
dear things that grow about everywhere.
Whether gathered from the woods
and fields, or loaned by the bride's
friends the necessary greenery is
not hard to obtain.
Modern churches, with their ample
roatnima. ara easily decorated. The
first requisite to a successful result,
is to know when to stop to be careful
not to crowd in more than the spaces
Justify. Then we are to remember
that green and the darker tones of
autumn foliage should predominate
with the more vivid colors sparingly
used.
Thft windows and the

altar are posi
tions of greatest advantage for the
laMnir nf rhurch decorations. Guard
does not
ing against
mean being skimpy in placing ioiiage
and flowers in their places, but in so
the atplacing the decorations that
tention will not be taken away from
them by unnecessary decorations elsewhere. Except for greenery the isles
down which the bridal party moves
to the altar or departs therefrom
should be left untrimrned.
Boughs and vines from the forest
will take care of the windows and
ferns are pretty placed among them.
With foliage for a background the
flowers for the altar should be chosen
In only one color or a color with
white. White alone in blossoms is
very beautiful especially if autumn
leaves are chosen to be used with
g

tiiti"

-

so do it:'
"He had the right experience of data!, but instead of using it to propel
his train of thought he kept it running
back and forth over its own little, limited track, and his activity didn't get
him anywhere."

v

olic church.
The town is an Important center ol
Asters and chrysanthemums suggest
themselves for the October wedding. (he woolen industry. But there art
There is a wide choice of color in other trades by which Morley thrives
either of these. The chrysanthemum and the clatter of the clogs of giri
is to be heard in IU
is a regal flower. Bis, white o:ses
streets
pteep
morning and evening;
used with a setting of autumn leaves,
grimy-facecolliers, always laughing
palms and ferns will make a decora and
joking, as if they did not follow
tive scheme to be proud of.
most perilous of occupations, gc
the
which
An altar is pictured here in
to and fro between .their homes and
green,. white and pink made up the the
weavers, whe
pits, and
color picture, let against the light
work at the cloth mills, look as 11
a
Is
It
church
walla.
of
the
gray
each one had stepped out of the page
charming decoration. There was am- of "Silas Marner."
ple room here for placing the growThere is said to be no one in Moring plants and the cut flowers. Added
to these, cut glass candelabra, with ley now who remembers Mr. Asquitl
wax candles, gave the sparkle and as a boy, and it is very probable.
glow of candle light. This light was,
of course, not needed but it was a 2 VEGETABLES ON ONE VINE
beautiful touch among the greens and
flowers.
Old Virginia Man Grow Potatoes and
About the altar small potted plants
Tomatoes From the Same
were placed, ferns and green foliage,
Plant
set at rather wide intervals at each
,
side. At each side a large jardiniere
Martinsburg, W. Va. George Snive-lyhorticula
seventy-twold,
with
years
green
containing a foliage plant
leaves striped with white (like "rib turist of Shady Grove, has duplicated
bon grass") displayed the stately dis- a feat he accomplished when he wa
position of its leaves. Small tables a boy of fourteen, considerably before
provided the necessary height on the time of Luther Burbank, the
which to place the plants and flowers "plant wizard."
A small Btand at each side held the
Snively has been successful in graftcandleabra.
ing a tomato stalk on a potato vine
In this church the altar has two and having the plant reproduce itself.
levels and upon the second the choir This feat, according to horticulturists,
is placed. The organ stands at the never before has been accomplished.
When fourteen years old, SniVely, In
back. A choir of women, dressed uni
experiments with the tomato
making
in
white, is an added at
formly, and
traction and the singing of the wed grafting, them together and having
and
ding march more effective than an the plant produce both tomatoei
He, however, was nevei
potatoes.
organ rendering alone.
t
For a home wedding the windows, able to perfect his method. For
in
he
has
toiled
patiently
years
mantels and doorways provide the
to create a new plant that
points of greatest advantage for plac- an effort
tomatoes on the vine
would
produce
flowers
and
Greater
lati
ing
foliage.
on th
and
above
ground
in
tude
using color is possible be mots below the soiL potatoes
cause there are separate rooms each
But the old horticulturist at last ha
of which may be decorated in its owe
color scheme. But nothing should be achieved success. On his big farm Id
several ol
can
introduced that will prove other than Shady Grovetomato-potat- be seen
the
plants.
hybrid
an attractive background for the wed
Snively said there is no question as
ding party. Therefore the apparel oi to the success of his experiments. He
must
and
bride
her
attendants
bt
the
sava that he has bo far perfected his
considered and decorations made witt
syBtem of .grafting the two plants as
reference to them. Autumn foliage to
make it certain both vegetables ulprovides many colors.
timately will bo raised on one plant.
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.
s

pale-face-

Baboon on the Rampage,
baboon which escaped from a
show at Dudley, Worcester, England,
attacked three people in the main
street of the town on a recent night,
and in the subsequent chase scaled
wails and reached the roofs of houses,
where it had to be shot. The animal
had been conveyed on the day of the
escape from the barracks at Lichfield,
the soldiers there parting with their
regimental pet, which had traveled
with them from Gibraltar.
At, the
show it was chained to the wall, but
during the evening wrenched itself
free, and knocking an attendant down,
rushed into the street, which was filled
with people. A boy was severely bitten on the leg, and had to be taken
to the hospital, and a woman and a
girl received lesser injuries. The animal, aftor being followed by an excited crowd, reached the roof of a house,
and although it eagerly devoured the
fruit that was thrown, it showed flgtit
when its capture was attempted.
A

d

o
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o

Most Beautiful Thing.

A newspaper recently invited its
readers to state in a few words what
they considered the most beautiful
thing in the world.
The first prize was awarded to the
sender of the answer: "The eyes of
my mother."
"The dream of that which we know
to be impossible," suggested an imaginative person, and this brought him
second prize.
But tbe most amusing thing was
that which read: "The most beautiful thing in the world la to see a
mother-in-laman
carrying his
across a dangerous river without making any attempt to drop her in."

10,

1913.
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Religious Feeling In Railway Guide.
Although the provision "D. V." has
never figured on railway time tables,
a close examination of Bradshaw reveals a trace of strong religious feeling. On the cover the months are referred to by their numerals "1st mo."
for January, "2nd mo." for February
7
and so on.
Bradshaw as a Quaker objected to
taking the names of the months from
heathen emperors and deities, and this V
prejudice has been perpetuated since
the first issue of the time table seventy-two
years ago. From the London
Evening Standard.

l

Over your supply of stationery.
If you are running short, you'd
better put in an order right away
with

JOB DEPARTMENT
We can supply you with loose
leaf books of all descriptions,
stamps, seals and practically
everything in the line of office
supplies.

SOCIAL AND
BUSINESS CARDS
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All work must be perfect before

allowed to go out of the shop.
That's The Optic's Way.
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PliONE MAIN 2
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CITICE IN TOWN
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Engraved or printed, at prices
that are sure to interest you.

TOE ONLY UNION
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THE OPTICS
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British Trolley Lines.
In 1912 the trolley lines cf Great
Britain carried more than 3,000,000,000
passengers. This traffic was carried
on 2,642 miles of track p.nd in less
than 13,000 cars. Significant also is
the fact that whereas in 100 there
were 37,000 horses employed in haulwao uu,;
ing street cars, in 13 iS

v
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Shelled

Size. Fancy Texas

Pecans-Jumb- o

Peanuts, Filberts
OXFORD FRUIT CAKE
Pound Packages a.nd 5 Pound Tins
--

1

lis

Electric light

Ian

December

Are

-
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The Ladies' League of the Presbyterian church will meet tomorrow afternoon with Mra. F. B. January, 812
Fifth street.

i

in June
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The Fraternal Brotherhood will hold
its regular monthly business meeting
tonight in the O. R. C. hall. All mem
bers are requested to be present.

AMU.

PEOPLL USE ELECTRIC LIGHT NEARLY THREE TIMES AS
LONG IN DECEMBER AS THEY DO IN JUNE
This chart divides the 24 hours of a day into three periods
the period of sleep, the period of using Electric Light and
' the
period o! daylight.
In June, the average use of Electric Light in Residences is
hours per day.
2 55-1- 00
In December, the average use of Electric Light in Residences
0
hours per day.
is 6
85-10-

Therefore, the average use of Electric Light in the home is
nearly three times as great in December as in June.

las

Vegas Light & Power Co.

JAM

0 LAHKEIS

AsDirect from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
sortment fine colorings - unique patterns all
prices.
--

--

These blankets are Genuine Souveniers of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

Bear this in mind when buying your presents
V
for the approaching Holidays.

CHARLES 1LFELD .'COMPANY
New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

AT

THE

BEST

OF

THE HOME OF

EVERYTHING

EATABLE

Fresh Cereals. PetHohn'
Breakfast Food, Grains of Gold.
Pea.rl Hominy, Homlnv Grlt,
Cree.m of Wheat, Imperial Oat Mea.1,
,
Quaker
Kellogg' Wheat

A full line of

Bi-cu-

Oo-ts-

Tonight at the Elks' club the C.
Danziger and Nolette bowling teams
will play. All Elks and their ladies
are Invited to witness this game.

nnr
.iiiii

u

HAYVARD

CO.

III i
THE "HAPPY DAY" POLISH

W

GOES THE WORK

PREPARED READY FOR USE

pi pi

With each mop is a 51 inch highly polished Mahogany
Stained Handle and a 50c package of Golden Star Polish

J

PRICE COMPLETE SI. 50
For Polished Floors and Dusting

abo handle the Famous O'Cedar Mops

We

J.

C. JOHNSEN m. SON
"Complete Furnishers of the Home"

TAICHERT'S

THAT

EVERYWHERE

IS THE

Union Suits
that are sold by chest
'measure alone fits the

Is Now in Charge of Our
Cooking

It may be
too long or too short in
the waist and in either
case you feel very, un
comfortable.
r
chest only.

WHEN YOU WANT THE

IN

THE

Meocl
CITY

GO TO

T5he

Merchants Cafe
Our Sunday

Dinners
the Best Yet

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Raynolds, Cashier.

THAT'S FIT TO WEAR

Mrs. I. K. LEWIS

Bet

Hal)t

ONLY UNDERWEAR

Correct Garments for Men p

The senior class of the Y. M. C. A.
will meet this week at 7:30 o'clock
on the regular nights Instead of at 2
o'clock. A large attendance is desir
ed at this class.

FITS

UNDERWEAR

E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.

CLOTHING STORE

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS.

V.

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, ?825,000.

In every department
a.re prepared

of Banking we
to give the best of service

interest, Paid on Time Deposits

Union Suit
to Fit Must
Fit the Entire

are

A

The Ladies' Aid . society of the
Methodist church will hp.Id Its regular
meeting tomorrow afternoon at 2:30
WANTED Clean cotton rags
o'clock at the home of Mrs. D. J. Reed
at
71S Columbia avenue.
All members Optic office.
are requestPd to be present.
The Knights of Columbus
..have
Young Chico and Knockout Herrera, made arrangements to give a social
who fought a
draw at the and dance oa Thursday evening iu the
We have a line of UNION
Baca-Togbout last week, have made O. R. C. hall.
arrangements for a return match
SUITS that are made on
which will be staged ia the Bustos
The Modern Woodmen of America
hall on Railroad avenue on Novem- will meet tonight, at 8 o'clock in the m a new
system of body
ber 20.
W. O. W. hall on Sixth street. All M
tri
to ns4
j3 err
members are urged to be present.
' After this date Mr. E. E. Hite will
suit has the KENOSHA
be proprietor of the White Kitchen.
A marriage license was issued this
Mr. Lehn an is taklus a r.iu.h needed
morning at the court house to PatriKLOSED-- CROCTH.
rest and wishes to thank his many cia Roybal, aged 17, and Dionicio
friends for their kind patronage in the Gonzales,
aged 20, both of San
past. Adv.

1,050

FULLY

EPIiWG

AT YOUR BOOR

Body....:.

d

mo

Owing to the warm weather we are
compelled to offer suits at ridiculously
low prices; 75 all wool cassimere and
worsted' suits must be sold at once.
Price $11.95. Come early before stock
is broken. Taichert's' Clothing Store.
Correct garments for men. Adv.

The Elks' entertainment (Committee
announced today that it had made arrangements for an informal dance to
be given in the clubhouse on Thursday evening of this week.

tonight "A Proposal
Photoplay
From .the Sculptor," third story of
The old hook and ladder wagon
"Who Will Marry Mary."
Also a
used by the local fire department In
two reel special with an all
Vitagraph
the early days will be no more In a
few days. The truck is now at a local star cast, "The Next Generation."
Adv.
blacksmith shop and will be made
into a delivery wogon. The old voThe meeting of the board of direclunteer firemen who used the truck
tors
will start at 7:30 o'clock this
feel as though the wagon should be
Instead of 8 o'clock. This
evening
preserved for the sake of old times.
announcement was made late this afThe funeral services of Mrs. Tina ternoon by Acting Secretary George
G. Elston, who' died, here . the latter A. Fleming of the Commercialb.

last month, will be held
Wednesday afternoon from the First
J'resbyterian church. Rev. Norman
pkinner will officiate. The body will
be placed in a vault at the Masonic
cemetery until next spring when it
will be taken to Oil City, Pa., for
final burial in the family plot.

part

of

The postoffice at San Ildefonzo in
Santa Fe county has been discontinu
ed and all mail for this place should
be addressed to Buchman. The post-office at Mineosa in Quay county is
discontinued and mall should be ad
dressed' to Nara Visa. The postoffice
at Turquillo in Mora county is discontinued and mail for this place
should be addressed to Guadalupe.
The postoffice at Los Alamos also has office.
been discontinued and mall for this
place should be addressed to Las
Vegas.

Have them cleaned on the
Floor with the

VACUUM CLEANER
For Particulars

Telephone

Main 35

GREENBERGER

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you
Las Vegas ''Automobile

I

Uoe

Phune Main 344.
Two marriage licenses were issued
Saturday afternoon at the court
house.
The couples made happy
were Francisco Gutierrez, aged 23, of
Las Manuelitas, and Concepcion Bel- Carlos
tran, aged 16, of Tecolote;
Herrera, aged 21, of Manuelitas, and
Isidora Sanhcez, aged 15, of Sapello.

Co

Wm, Whaled, Prop.

THE OLD RELIABLE

AiN WAG ON

i'BOI'CHElli'S'
7

DELICIOUS
EATABLES

-

1

FULL CREAM CHEESE

V''

Genuine Camembert

You ought to eat our

"Virginia" Bacon
for breakfast

3

1

Take yp your RUGS
and CARPETS

d3h

10-1- 1

HO YOU EAT AT

I

M,

The following civil service exami-- j
nations will be held in this city on
the dates mentioned: December. 3
Skilled laborer (male)
qualified as
electrician's helper, salary $720; as- 1
sistant in grain standardization (male)
salary $1,500; aid in grain standardization (male) salary $900 to $1,200. December 10 Shop apprentice (male)
salary $480 to $540; general mechanic
(male) salary $720;
orchestra and
band leader (male) salary $900; laaid and engineer (male)
boratory
Laborsalary $800. December
atory apprentice (male) salary $540.
Any other- information
concerning
these examinations may be obtained
from Oscar Linberg at the local post- -

tt,

Kellogg's Corn Flsvkes, Shredded
Whea.t, Post Toivsties, Quaker Puffed
Rice, Qu&ker Puffed Wheat. Quaker
Corn Puffa nd Aunt Jamlma'a Pancake Flour.

ndei wear

75 suits must be
sold at once

Members of the' city basketball
team will attend the senior class at
the Y. M. C. A. this evening preliminary to the practice at the armory.
All members are expected to be pres
ent.
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All members of J, E. Rosenwald
lodge are requested to De present at
a regular meeting in the vestry room
of the temple at 8 oVlock this even

ph
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MORHINS

JtfWt,

l
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Preparations for the return bowl
ing game between the Elks, and the
Y. M. C. A. teams are now being made.
This game probably will be played
this week.

Higher in

1913.

10,

lirm.

There win be a meeting of the
board of directors of the Y. M. C. A.
tonight at the association. AH mem
ber are requested to be present.

f earns' Store
Yhy

--

Finch's Golden Weddinlg Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

Pecans, Fancy California Walnuts. Fancy
California. Almonds, Fewncy Virginia.

In

-

Try a dram of Old Tayljr Bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

lioocl iiimsfs
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NOVEMBER

MONDAY,

BISMiRK
IFNOT WHY NOT?
Open All Night

Popular Prices

Fancy Cauliflower,

Lettuce

Gross, Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents

Cellery and Sweet Potatoes
Mora Vegetables
Apples Galore, Cranberries

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

